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ABSTRACT
Agglomeration of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals is suspected to
be a key mechanism in kidney stone formation. A mixed-suspension mixedproduct removal (MSMPR) crystallizer and a Couette-flow agglomerator
were employed in the study of calcium oxalate (CaOx) agglomeration in
synthetic urine solution. Agglomeration of calcium oxalate crystals was
observed simultaneously with crystal nucleation and growth. The mass
weighted crystal size and the total number of particles from each vessel
were used to quantify the extent of agglomeration.
Agglomeration increased with increasing RPM until the flow field
changed to turbulent vortex flow. Agglomerate size increased with in
creasing level of supersaturation until a burst of nucleation occurred
in the agglomerator. Addition of human urine to synthetic urine en
hanced nucleation and suppressed growth and agglomeration of crystals.
Addition of stone former urine caused a greater number of crystals above
the 15 micron size in comparison to normal urine.

x

INTRODUCTION
An estimated 10 to 15% of the U.S. male population suffers from
kidney stone disease (Blomen, 1982). The percentage of stones has been
on the Increase 1n the U.S. and Europe since the latter part of the
nineteenth century and 1n Japan since 1945 (Wax, 1981). The higher In
cidence of kidney stones 1s directly related to an Increase 1n the
standard of living. More specifically, 1t 1s due to an Increase in an
Individual's stress level and a changed diet (Robertson et al., 1980;
Brundig, Berg, Schneider, 1981).
The problem is not as simple as it appears, however. Kidney
stone formation is a multifactorial disorder. Occurrence is also
correlated to heredity, race, age, sex, climate and occupation. For
example, 1 in 10 men develop a kidney stone as opposed to only 1 in 40
women (Blomen, 1982). A striking difference in the frequency of kidney
stones results from seasonal changes. Robertson et al. (1975) found
stone incidence increased 50% during the summer months. Dehydration was
not the cause as others previously assumed because the study showed no
decrease in urinary volume from the summer to the winter months. There
was a definite increase, however, in calcium and oxalate excretion in
the urine 1n the summer which accounts for the higher stone incidence.
This Increase was related to sunlight exposure, vitamin D production and
possibly to increased consumption of oxalate-containing fresh fruits and
vegetables (Robertson et al., 1974).
1
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The amount of calcium and oxalate excretion 1n urine is
important in kidney stone research because calcium oxalate (CaCgO^xHgO,
hereafter referred to as CaOx) is the major constituent of most kidney
stones. However, other mineral salts are also frequently found in
stones, such as calcium phosphate, magnesium ammonium phosphate,
magnesium phosphate, diammonium urate and calcium acid urate.
Typically more than 97% of a kidney stone is a polycrystalline
aggregate of mineral salts. The other 3% consists of a protein and car
bohydrate substance called matrix (Boyce and Garvey, 1956). It is not
yet known how the matrix is deposited within the crystalline aggregate.1
Calcium oxalate crystals precipate out of urine in the kidney
even in normal conditions because it is often supersaturated with
respect to calcium and oxalate ions. If conditions are right these
crystals then aggregate. The urine from stone formers contains larger
and more aggregated crystals than urine from normal subjects (Robertson,
Peacock and Nordin, 1971; Robertson and Peacock, 1972). It is important
to note that kidney stone disease is recurrent. The average stone
former has a next stone after 7 years and 70% of all stone formers have
another stone within 20 years (Blomen, 1982). Therefore, most stone
former's highly saturated urine will likely stay that way unless altered
by treatment.
1. In this study the term aggregate will refer to a group of
two or more particles held together by strong Intermolecular forces such
as crystal bonds (Irani and Callis, 1963). Certainly the polycrystal
line masses observed as stone fit this ASTM definition of aggregates.
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If a precipitated crystal is to become an aggregate it must
first be drawn close to other crystals, then held near them as strong
crystal bridges join them together. When two or more particles are held
together by weak cohesive forces (van der Waals), the group is called an
agglomerate (Irani and Callis, 1963).

Thus agglomeration 1s necessary

before aggregation occurs.
The purpose of this study was to observe the agglomeration of
calcium oxalate crystals simultaneously with nucleation and growth in
order to better understand kidney stone formation. Crystals of CaOx
from synthetic urine were nucleated and grown in a mixed-suspension
mixed-product removal (MSMPR) mini-nucleator and then agglomerated in a
Couette-flow agglomerator. The mass-weighted crystal size and the total
number of particles from each vessel were used to quantify the degree of
agglomeration and relative number of agglomerates. Agglomeration was
further studied by changing the RPM of the agglomerator to affect the
shear rate, Increasing the supersaturatlon level in the agglomerator and
adding human urine to the system.
Figure 1 is a schematic of the two stage nucleator/agglomerator
equipment used 1n this study.

O
Ox=SOL'N

FEED A
Ca++-LOADED
LIQUOR

FEED B
Ox-LOADED
- LIQUOR

MININUCLEATOR

Figure 1.

PDI
PARTICLE
ANALYZER

COUETTE-FLOW
AGGLOMERATOR

Schematic of M1n1nucleator/Agglomerator Used 1n Study

BACKGROUND
The Crystallization Process
Mineral salts of kidney stones go through four processes to
become an aggregate. These are nucleation, growth, agglomeration and
aggregation. There 1s a large volume of literature describing nuclea
tion and growth 1n crystal systems. The literature most Important to
this study 1s that concerning continuous crystallization of super
saturated ionic salt solutions. In a continuous system, nucleation and
growth can be analyzed using the population balance-based theory of
crystal size distribution (CSD) (Randolph and Larson, 1971). Popula
tion balance theory has also been applied to agglomeration/aggregation
(Low, 1975; Halfon and Kaliaguine, 1976; Baker and Bergougnou, 1974).
However, few studies have been done on agglomeration/aggregation in a
continuous system (Baker and Bergougnou, 1974). Previous studies of
agglomeration/aggregation did not consider the nucleation and growth of
crystals as equally Important processes (Kraljevich, 1981). The funda
mental processes of crystallization will first be detailed in this study
before describing agglomeration/aggregation phenomena.
Nucleation
Crystallization Involves two distinct phenomena: nucleation and
growth. Nucleation 1s the formation of a new particle from a super
saturated liquid phase. First, 1ons form small clusters in a solution.
5
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This is a spontaneous event which tends to reduce the total free energy
of the system. Opposing continued cluster growth is the free energy
that is created due to new liquid/solid interfacial area. At some
cluster size the incremental decrease in free energy due to cluster
growth is just equal to the incremental increase in free energy due to
creation of surface area. At this point the particle is at a critical
size and growth continues spontaneously as long as the solution remains
supersaturated (Finlayson, 1977a).
If nucleation occurs with no other crystalline matter present in
solution it is termed primary nucleation. The two types of primary
nucleation are homogeneous which occurs spontaneously and heterogeneous
which is induced by foreign Insoluble material. In contrast, secondary
nucleation occurs in the presence of suspended crystals of the same
material.
Resnick and Boyce (1979) postulate that crystals from freshly
voided human urine are formed by homogeneous nucleation. The mechanism
of nucleation that occurs within the kidney is unknown but is
undoubtedly primary in nature. Randolph (1982) recently found that
primary heterogeneous nucleation occurred in synthetic urine solution at
CaOx supersaturations commonly found in the urinary system when these
solutions are held In a borosilicate vessel. The presence of hetero
geneous nucleation sites on the vessel walls was Inferred when solution
nuclei would not form unless a teflon stirbar stimulated the heteronuclei sites by sliding friction.

7

Growth
A single linear dimension is used to represent the crystal size,
L; it is often taken as the diameter of an equivalent spherical particle
with the same mass. The linear growth rate, dL/dt is defined as the
rate at which the linear size dimension, L increases with time. Growth
rate is sometimes dependent on relative crystal-solution velocity as
well as the level of supersaturation.
The total mass transfer rate found by mass deposition of
crystals or solute depletion is termed mass growth rate. The following
refers to linear, not mass "growth rate."
Crystal growth is either a diffusion controlled process, a
surface controlled process, or a combination of the two. If growth rate
1s surface controlled, it 1s usually proportional to some power of the
supersaturation. Thus
G = dL/dt = k (C-C ) = k sa
g
o'
g

(1)
v'

where
G

= linear growth rate (microns/min);

k

= system rate constant;

C

9

= solute concentration;

CQ = equilibrium saturation concentration;
a

= order of reaction;

s

= supersaturation.

For calcium oxalate a is in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 (Sheenan and
Nancollas, 1981; Randolph et al., 1981).

8

Supersaturation
Obviously, a kidney stone could not form without supersaturation
which Is the driving force for both nucleatlon and growth. A solution
1s saturated with respect to a solid when it is in concentration equi
librium with the solid phase. Supersaturation exists if the solution
contains more dissolved solid than at saturation conditions. The level
of supersaturation determines the precipitation kinetics of the salt.
Three saturation zones exist (Mullin, 1972).
1) The undersaturated zone where growth and nucleation are not
possible. Here C < C Q .
2) The supersaturated metastable zone where the concentration
is above the equilibrium concentration and below the forma
tion product level concentration, Cf. Growth and hetero
geneous nucleation may occur here but not spontaneous
homogeneous nucleation.
3) The supersaturated zone where C >

and spontaneous nuclea

tion may occur. Fast growth occurs at this concentration
level, often 1n polycrystalline or dendritic form. It is
possible for crystals to aggregate in the latter two zones.
Three definitions which quantitatively describe supersaturation
are as follows:
1) stoichiometric supersaturation, s 1s defined as the total
concentration driving force C-Cq.

Concentrations are based

on the limiting ion in the case of ionic systems.
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2) supersaturation ratio, S is the ratio of the solution
activities, a/aQ (or ion activity products for ionic salts)
where a is the activity of the compound before precipitation
and aQ is the activity of the solution in equilibrium with
the crystal. For a non-ionic solute with unity activity
coefficient supersaturation ratio is given as S = C/CQ.
3) relative supersaturation,a is defined as the ratio of the
stoichiometric supersaturation, s to the equilibrium con
centration, CQ at a given temperature, I.e., a = s/CQ= S-l
for non-ionic compounds.
In order to fully describe calcium oxalate crystallization,
supersaturation should be known. Fortunately, a computer program
(EQUIL) has been developed (Finlayson, 1977a) which calculates ion
equilibria in urine. Given a solution concentration of CaOx and
background ion concentrations, EQUIL reports the corresponding
supersaturation.
Finding the true solution concentration is a difficult task
which is necessary in calculating supersaturation. If calcium and oxa
late ion concentrations are equimolar, a specific calcium electrode may
be used to easily determine the concentration and hence supersaturation.
This was not the case in this study. Here oxalate was the limiting ion
with a calcium to oxalate ratio of 10.0. In order to get the solution
concentration, the solution had to be analyzed for oxalate ion content.
Separation of oxalate from urine and synthetic urine was tried by two
different methods, Hodgkinson and William's (1972) colorimetric
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procedure and the ion chromatographic techniques of George and Menon
(1982) and Robertson et al. (1982).
Continuous Crystallization
An MSMPR continuous crystallizer is a well-mixed reactor into
which a supersaturated solution continuously enters and out of which
precipitated particles continuously leave. Finlayson (1977a) likens the
upper urinary tract to two continuous crystallizers connected in series.
The pre-urine solution flowing through the nephrons of the kidney into
the renal pelvis and out to the bladder is concentrated with calcium and
oxalate ions. These ions nucleate to form crystals which grow and
become a part of the continually changing crystal size distribution as
they pass through the urinary tract. The transit time through the
kidney is 8-12 minutes (Finlayson, 1977b). (A continuous crystallizer's
transit time is termed mean residence time, equal to the volume divided
by the flow rate). Considering the number and size of kidney ducts,
concentration of oxalate, volumetric flow rate and relative growth rate,
Finlayson (1977a) found that growth of single crystals to 200 microns
(nominal diameter of ducts of Bellini) during the particle's transit
time was virtually impossible. This lends support to the theory that
agglomeration/aggregation must occur within the kidney if a stone is to
form there.
The purpose of using the continuous crystallizer was not to
model the kidney. Although similarities exist, major obstacles prevent
such an attempt.

For example, some places in the urinary tract, unlike

the MSMPR crystallizer, have very poor flow characteristics. That is,
there exist 'dead volume sites' within the kidney where urine may not be
mixing with the fresh supply entering from the nephrons (Blomen, 1982).
A continuous system was used, however, because it maintains a
constant level of supersaturation, like the kidney, which is crucial in
studying the crystallization behavior of calcium oxalate. Thus the
physical chemistry but not the fluid dynamics of the kidney is simulated
with the MSMPR crystallizer. The main advantage of this system is that
quantitive CaOx crystal growth and nucleation rates can be obtained in a
chemical environment similar to the kidney.

A continuous agglomerator

in series with a continuous crystallizer was installed so that agglomer
ation/aggregation phenomena could be studied simultaneously with nuclea
tion and growth.
MSMPR Crystal Size Distribution
The level of supersaturation in the mixed-suspension mixed
product removal (MSMPR) crystallizer is constant at steady state. No
changes of feed rate, composition, temperature, volume or crystal size
distribution (CSD) occur with time. Growth and nucleation rates are
also constant. Using an MSMPR crystallizer with a particle counter
these rates can be quantified. The MSMPR crystallizer used in this
study is described elsewhere (Randolph and Larson, 1971; Kraljevich,
1981). However, a brief review of the crystallization theory necessary
for understanding this work is described here.
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The general population balance (Randolph and Larson, 1971) for a
continuous crystal!izer adequately describes the crystallization pro
cess; it accounts for particles entering and leaving the system and also
growth and breakage of existing particles. The MSMPR crystal!izer con
straints reduce the population balance equation to an exponential dis
tribution which quantifies the CSD. The characteristics unique to an
MSMPR crystal!izer follow.
In an arbitrarily small element of crystallizer volume a full
CSD exists because it is perfectly mixed. The crystallizer discharge is
unclassified. That is, the CSD at the outflow is the same as the CSD in
the volume of the crystallizer. McCabe's AL law is assumed to hold
true, that is linear growth rate is not a function of particle size.
For the MSMPR crystallizer at steady state with no crystal breakage and
clear feed liquor, the equation describing the population distribution
is:

n(L) = B°/G exp {-L/G T}

(2)

where
n(L) = population density (number/ccw)
T

= residence time (min).

The total solid density in the system, My is related to the
population density. The third moment of the distribution is equal to
the specific volume of the crystals, ((pm)3/cc). The product of the
third moment, a volume shape factor and the crystal density gives the
specific mass of crystals. Thus

13

M y= kvpmg = kvp/"L^B°/G exp {-L/G x}dL

= 6 pkv B°G3 t4

(3)

where

is the third moment and kv is the volume shape factor (which
3
3
also includes a factor to convert ym to cm ).
A semi-log plot of population density versus particle size
results in a straight line. The growth rate and the nucleation rate can
be determined from the slope and intercept of this line using Eqn (2).
The mass density can then be calculated using Eqn (3) for My.
Agglomeration/Aggregation Processes
Agglomeration and aggregation are processes which follow crystal
nucleation and growth in the formation of a kidney stone. The next
section details the mechanisms, kinetics and quantifying variables of
these two processes. The mechanisms of agglomeration/aggregation ex
plain how particles are united to first form agglomerates. Two dis
tinct approaches to the problem are presented. They are agglomeration
due to a) surface phenomena and b) particle collision within a sta
tionary or moving flow field. There are two distinct mechanisms of
particle surface agglomeration and three mechanisms of agglomeration in
a flow field which are dependent on the shear forces present. If both
surface phenomena and particle collision within a flow field are
considered together, they are usually not treated as equally important.
Their relationship to each other is discussed in the section on agglom
eration/aggregation mechanisms in a flow field.

Overall Mechanism
A cluster of crystals must agglomerate to become an aggregate.
Some workers have detailed agglomeration by dividing it into subprocesses. For example, Low (1975), who modified a proposed aggrega
tion mechanism from the literature, specified two reversible stages of
agglomeration. (It must be noted that England, Australia and Canada use
reversed definitions for agglomerates and aggregates compared to the
previously stated ASTM definitions. The terminology used here was
changed to be consistent with the ASTM definitions.)
Low's first stage of agglomeration explains the initial
clustering of particles. At this stage, particles in solution randomly
contact within a range of influence of each other. This range is close
enough that attractive forces prevent immediate separation. The
attractive forces include surface forces or mechanical interaction
between particles. Low terms this stage flocculation and the cluster, a
floe. If shear force exceeds the attractive forces between particles,
the floe will rupture. Low then details a second reversible stage where
growing particles assembled in a floe are cemented together by hydrate
deposition. The hydrate is deposited in the space between the par
ticles. Cementing also occurs when the particle's growth layers bridge
each other. These partially-cemented floes rupture if the disruptive
forces are greater than both the attractive and cementing forces.
Although Low's proposed aggregation mechanism is important
because it includes a partially-cemented floe stage, his terminology for

stage one (i.e., flocculation) is not in agreement with the literature.
The most common term found in the literature for the process in stage
one is coagulation. In a literature review, Tomi and Bagster (1978)
reported the confusion the terms flocculation and coagulation have
caused. The terms have been used interchangeably and often without
exact definitions. Distinctions between coagulation and flocculation
have been made according to the size of particles, mechanisms of
agglomeration and the type of systems employed.
In this paper, agglomeration is used to describe the overall
process as defined by the ASTM definition and coagulation/flocculation
used to define two distinct mechanisms of agglomeration. These defini
tions for coagulation/flocculation have gained widespread acceptance
(Tomi and Bagster, 1978a). The mechanisms are defined in the next
section.
Particle Surface Agglomeration Mechanisms
Two distinct surface mechanisms of kidney stone agglomeration
are charge neutralization by double layer compression and the bridging
action caused by high molecular weight materials (Finlayson, 1977a).
Agglomeration results from one or both of these mechanisms. The
electrical double layer compression is detailed in the section titled
classical coagulation theory. When particles are driven together by
this mechanism the process is termed coagulation. Flocculation occurs
if a bonding agent such as high molecular weight molecules bridge par
ticles into larger units or floes.
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Coagulation. Classical coagulation theory considers the total
interaction energy between two particles a distance, d apart (Verwey,
1948). Attractive and repulsive forces between two particles comprise
this total interaction energy (Figure 2). Repulsive forces arise from
the increasing overlap of adsorbed ion layers as they move closer to
each other. Attractive forces arise from mutual van der Waals
interactions between the particles. The theory of attraction and
repulsion of colloidal particles is referred to as the DLVO (Derjaguin,
Landau, Verwey, Overbeek) theory (Glazman, 1979).
The DLVO theory and the Nernst-Gouy-Stern (NSG) model of the
electrical double layer surrounding particles are the core of classical
coagulation theory. If a solid has certain characteristics its surface
chemistry can be described by the NGS model (Curreri et al., 1979). The
solid must be ionic, virtually insoluble in its dispersion medium,
thermodynamically stable in water, attain equilibrium rapidly, have no
hydroxylated surface groups which would undergo acid-base reactions,
have no significant solid state conduction processes which would produce
a solid phase diffuse layer, have little variance of specific adsorption
potentials with adsorption density, have a well-understood solution
chemistry and must not form gels. Curreri et al. (1979) explains that
calcium oxalate has most of the characteristics required to explain its
coagulation using the NGS model.

17
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Calcium oxalate, therefore, can be detailed by classical
coagulation theory. Primary minimum coagulation (pmc) occurs between
two particles if the repulsive forces between them are small. The
attractive energy curve of Figure 2 graphically shows the point where
this occurs. The point at distance, dm is the primary minimum and the
distance of greatest attraction. Secondary minimum coagulation (smc)
occurs when some repulsive forces which exist between two particles are
overcome by the attractive forces. This interaction, also detailed in
Figure 2, follows the total interaction energy curve. The depth of the
second minimum, V„s at d„s reflects the net attractive force between two
particles. If this attractive force is great enough, the particles will
coagulate (Glazman, 1979).
Coagulation values from this theory are: Vs, the depth of the
secondary minimum for smc and a theoretical stability ratio,

for pmc

(Adair, 1981). The stability ratio determines if a suspension will co
agulate. In general terms, the theory derives Wt from the Stern poten
tial, f^and the attractive and repulsive potentials, Vfl and Vr. These
parameters are in turn calculated from general and calcium oxalatespecific constants. The Stern potential is a function of the surface
charge and ions surrounding the surface. Although particles have a
total neutral charge, the ending of a crystal lattice causes the surface
of the calcium oxalate particle to have a positive charge (Finlayson,
1978). Because of this, negative potential determining ions are drawn
from the solution to its surface. These negative ions form a monolayer

around the particle called the Stern layer (Figure 3). Beyond the Stern
plane (6) both negative and positive ions exist. The region from the
Stern plane to a distance, x of a neutral potential is called the GouyChapman layer. The Stern potential is that electric potential at the
Stern plane; it is calculated from a charge neutrality equation (Verwey,
1948). Thus

"

+

°s

+

°GC

=

0

(4)

where o is the charge density in the Stern layer and aare charge
densities at the Stern plane and in the Gouy-Chapman layer.
Surface charge densities are derived from equations presented in
Appendix A. These charge densities are a function of the number of
ions, their charges, valence and activities; general constants and the
width of the Stern layer (Adair, 1981). The Stern potential can be
calculated using these equations with Eqn (4).
Attraction and repulsion energies must be quantified for various
suspensions to determine W..
l The stability ratio is a function of Vaa
and Vr as expressed in terms of spheres. The attractive potential for
interaction between two spherical particles Vg_Sp is a function of the
Liftshitz van der Waals constant, A^, the Stern layer thickness,A0, the
equivalent spherical radius of a particle, a, the distance of closest
approach,

Hq,

and the distance at which repulsion begins,

Q.

The

equations for Va Sp (and Vr Sp) are also given in Appendix A. Repulsion
forces arise when the Gouy-Chapman Layers impinge. The repulsive poten
tial from interaction between two spherical particles Vp

is a function
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of the electrical potential at the midpoint between Stern planes, ^ »
the number and charges of ions in the G-C layer, n^, z^; the distance
between Stern planes, d; and ^ . The total energy, VT_Sp is the summa
tion of V r-sp
cn and Va
a-sp.
These relationships are used to calculate
s kT
s2<Js
/o exP ^VT-sD
1 SP ( / ))/
M = i2
1
/o exp (Vg_sp (s/kT))/s2 ds

from the following.

(5)

where
s = 2 + (H Q + Y) a (dimensionless).
Y = 26

T = absolute temperature.
k = Boltzmann constant.
is also defined as:
wt= (dN/dt)fast / (dN/dt)slow

(6)

where (dN/dt) is the coagulation rate, i.e., the change in the number of
particles with time. Theoretical coagulation rates of particles larger
than one micron in a suspension at the initial stages of coagulation
under laminar shear are given by:
dN/dt = (-4Sh<J>/n) N(t).

(7)

where
Sh
<f>

= shear rate (sec-*)
= volume fraction of solids

N(t) = number concentration of particles at time t (ml"1).

Equation (6) can be changed to determine the experimental
stability ratio, Wg. Thus Wg = ( AN/At)fast / (AN/At)slQw. A high
ionic strength solution is used to find the fast coagulation rate and a
low Ionic strength solution to find the slow rate.
Adair (1981) compared experimental stability ratios to theoreti
cal stability ratios for calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM). Adair's
results for pmc studies showed that theory did not agree with experiment
(i.e., W f W ). Of greater interest to the study of calcium oxalate
t
e
aggregation were his results with smc studies. He added different
electrolytes, potential determining ions, specifically adsorbing ions
and macromolecules to COM suspensions. Theory predicted that a Vs
greater than 10 kT would result 1n coagulation. Most COM suspensions
did coagulate and those with additions had a Wfi consistent with theory.
Therefore, coagulation is an agglomeration mechanism of calcium oxalate
suspensions. Because of the nature of the current study's system of
agglomeration, coagulation cannot be specifically quantified as Adair
has done. The reference to his work and to coagulation theory was made
for conceptual understanding of the coagulation surface forces and to
show that calcium oxalate does indeed coagulate according to classical
coagulation theory.
Flocculation. The second mechanism of agglomeration of stone
salts is termed flocculation. This process 1s characterized by a bond
ing agent which physically bridges together particles Into an agglom
erate or more specifically, a floe. The bridge is formed when one end
of a high molecular weight molecule adsorbs onto one particle and the
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free end adsorbs onto another. This surface adsorption can reduce the
double layer repulsion (Finlayson, 1977a).
Ruerhwein and Ward developed the concept that flocculant reagents
adsorb on and bridge between surfaces of particles (Tomi and Bagster,
1978a). The extent of flocculation is a function of the concentration
of flocculant (Tomi and Bagster, 1978a). Smellie and LaMer (1958)
suggest that an optimum flocculant concentration exists which produces a
maximum in floe size. They show mathematically that the optimum floccu
lant concentration is linearly related to the square of the solids con
tent.

Lower flocculant concentrations decrease the chances for bridge

formation and smaller floes are formed. Higher concentrations stabilize
the floes (Tomi and Bagster, 1978a). Note that the bridging action is
caused by both flocculant adsorption and particle-to-particle colli
sions.
The flocculant reagents of interest in calcium oxalate stone
aggregation are protein polymers present in urine. As mentioned pre
viously, kidney stones contain 3% matrix. This substance was found
to be approximately 65% protein (Boyce and Garvey, 1956). Leal and
Finlayson (1977a) used Langmuir adsorption isotherms and derived para
meters to investigate the quantity of matrix in urinary stones. They
concluded that physical adsorption alone does not account for all the
matrix deposition in calcium oxalate stones. They did find that a
typical calcium oxalate particle in urine is coated with 75% or more of
its surface as a monolayer of protein. They refer to this monolayer as
a potential viscous binder.
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Finlayson (1978) uses a viscous binding term in an equation to
calculate the force of adhesion of agglomerating particles. Thus the
forces are balanced as adhesion = van der Waals - electrostatic +
viscous binding. Finlayson considers both coagulation and flocculation
to be valid mechanisms of agglomeration/aggregation and the latter in
volves human protein substances.
For example, Leal and Finlayson (1977) have reported that normal
urine has a protein concentration of approximately 12.5 mg per 100 ml.
They also note that Boyce found stone forming urine sometimes
contains more than this average.
One aspect of the current study was to characterize the
agglomeration of CaOx crystals in both synthetic urine and synthetic
urine with 5% human urine added. In every case the addition of human
urine resulted in significantly less agglomeration than observed with
synthetic urine, thus indicating that natural agglomeration inhibitors
present in urine far outweigh the binding forces created by protein
compounds.

Collision Mechanisms
In addition to the coagulation and flocculation mechanisms
already discussed, there are mechanisms which involve particle colli
sions. The particle motion considered here occurs in three types of
flow fields: stationary, laminar, and turbulent. The mechanisms of
particle surface interaction and particle collision in a flow field
often operate in conjunction. That 1s, particles may move to within a
range of influence of one another due to a flow field where surface
forces then result in bond formation (Levich, 1962; Fair and Gemmel,
1964; Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Low, 1975). Collision mechanisms in
conjunction with surface interaction mechanisms thus give an overall
picture of agglomeration phenomena.
Often, little emphasis is placed on surface forces when the
mechanism of flow field agglomeration is detailed (Hubley, Robertson,
and Mason, 1950; Fair and Gemmel, 1964; Swift and Friedlander, 1964;
Sastry and Fuerstenau, 1970; Reich and Void, 1959; Hidy, 1965). Sur
face interactive forces are completely ignored in some cases (Hidy,
1965), although these forces must obviously exist if agglomeration is to
occur.

Sastry and Fuerstenan (1970) state that collisions between

species are physicochemical in nature. They modelled the overall
agglomeration process using a combined collision/coalescence rate
constant which included interparticle interaction. Smoluchowski de
veloped a theory which considered a range of influence surrounding a
particle (cited by Swift and Friedlander, 1964). Fuchs modified his

equations with a factor [2/^eV^s^kT(l^2 )ds] to include the effects of
particle double layers and van der Waals forces (cited by Swift and
Friedlander, 1964).
Tomi and Bagster (1978a, b) and Low (1975) consider the mech
anism of flocculation in conjunction with particle collision. Unlike
other researchers, Tomi and Bagster give equal emphasis to both surface
and collision mechanisms. They stated that the turbulent flow field has
an effect only upon the rate of collision and that the amount of flocculant controls the agglomeration process. In other words, if the amount
of flocculant covering the particle exceeds the optimum concentration,
collisions between particles will have little effect in producing
further agglomeration.
Brownian Motion. Smoluchowski's theory (as cited by Levich,
1962; Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Fair and Gemmel, 1964; Hidy, 1965)
details two mechanisms of agglomeration a) perikinesis (particle
diffusion) and b) orthokinesis (fluid motion). Perikinetic
agglomeration takes place between particles suspended in a motionless
medium. Smoluchowski assumes that the number density of particles is
small enough that only binary collisions occur between particles. The
range of influence around particles of radius r is defined by a sphere
of radius R; all particles which cross radius R as a result of Brownian
motion are defined by the diffusion equation. The concentration n of
particles diffusing toward the sphere of radius R is used to determine
the diffusional flux across R. Thus
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3n/31 = Dbr 1/r2 3/3r [r23n/3r]
where

(8)

is the Brownian diffusion coefficient. The initial and

boundary conditions used to solve equation (8) are:

n=nQ

t=0

r> R

n=0

t>0

r = R

n=nQ

t>0

r * 00

where nQ is the initial particle distribution of the suspension. The
rate of agglomeration in Brownian motion is dependent on the total
possible number of collisions per unit volume per time,

as given by

the solution of Eqn. (8). Thus

V • 8" Dbr

r no2

•

<9>

Therefore, the number of collisions in Brownian motion is proportional
to the particle size. The rate of change in the concentration n of par
ticles diffusing toward the sphere R is found by the following equation
(Levich, 1962).

dn/dt = -8ir Dbr Rn2

(10)

Agglomeration time is found by integration of equation (10). The time
required for collision by Brownian motion of half the particles in a
suspension is:
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t = (1 / 4) tt Dbr r nQ

(11)

The Stokes-Einstein equation (cited by Swift and Friedlander, 1964) is
substituted for

to obtain an equivalent expression.

t = 3y / 4 k T nQ

(12)

where y is the liquid viscosity. Reich and Void (1959) use this
equation and show that for 0.1 micron particles, t = 0.4 second. Thus,
agglomeration by Brownian motion occurs rapidly. Particles 1.0 micron
in diameter agglomerate in 400 seconds and particles 10 microns in
diameter agglomerate in 111 hours. Therefore, as particles increase in
size above a few microns, the mechanism of Brownian motion may take
hours to cause agglomeration.
Laminar Shear Flow. Unlike the Brownian motion equation, the
equation for orthokinetic agglomeration in laminar flow includes a
velocity gradient, U. Smoluchowski neglects Brownian motion and any
deformation of particle trajectories due to hydrodynamic interaction
between particles in his theory of particle agglomeration in laminar
flow. The total number of collisions per unit volume caused by laminar
flow is:

Nla™

" <32/3> "o2

6 r3"

(13)

Thus collisions are a function of the third power of the particle size.

Smoluchowski and Tuorila (as cited by Reich and Void, 1959)
compare the collisions caused by Brownian motion with those caused by
motion in a laminar flow field. For large particles collisions caused
by Brownian motion were negligible compared to collisions caused by
agitation, but the reverse is true for small particles. They derived an
equation for the ratio of the probability of collision due to motion in
a laminar flow field, J (of shear gradient, du/dz) to the probability of
collision due to Brownian motion, I. Thus

J/I = ur3 (du/dz) / 2kT

(14)

Reich and Void (1959) calculate that with a 0.1% suspension agitated in
a mild flow field (du/dz = 100 sec"*) and 0.1 micron particles, J/I is
1/100. But for 1 micron particles J/I is 10/1 and for 10 micron par
ticles J/1 is 10,000/1. One micron size is the vague transition where
laminar flow controlled agglomeration occurs. If some particles of
a suspension are submicron in size, as in the current study, agglomera
tion will proceed initially by Brownian motion following Smoluchowski's
theory providing the flow field remains laminar. As the particles grow
or agglomerate above the micron size, laminar flow governs agglomeration
and a steady state distribution may be approached.
Smoluchowski's theory of agglomeration under Brownian and
laminar flow has been confirmed theoretically and experimentally (Swift
and Friedlander, 1964; Fair and Gemmel, 1964; Hidy, 1965). Swift and
Friedlander (1964) found that a reduced form of the particle size
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distribution, which is independent of time (Loginov and Lapiga, 1978),
satisfied Smoluchowski's equations of agglomeration by Brownian motion
and shear flow. This self-preserving distribution is also independent
of the initial particle distribution for long times in non-flow (batch)
systems (Sastry and Fuerstenau, 1970; Hidy, 1964).
Turbulent Flow. Another type of orthokinetic agglomeration
occurs as a result of turbulent flow. Flow is turbulent in most
agitated systems, thus this agglomeration mechanism is often dominant as
particle collisions are more frequent in turbulent flow than in laminar
flow. Two different mechanisms cause particle collision (Levich, 1962).
The first results from a large difference between the density of the
particles and the medium. An example of this is an aerosol suspension.
The particle density is approximately 10 times that of air. The second
more general collision mechanism results from random motion imported by
turbulent eddies. This is the mechanism of interest here.
Levich (1962) developed a theory of agglomeration in turbulent
flow. He assumed that the radius, r of a particle is small in
comparison to the microscale of turbulence, XQ. Energetic mixing can
yield a

between 10 and 100 microns; this value increases with a

decrease in agitation. Therefore, submicron and small micron size
particles are completely contained within the turbulent eddy.
The motion of particles transported by turbulent eddies is
characterized by a turbulent diffusion coefficient,

This is a

function of the eddy scale and varies from point to point. The
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diffusion of particles in turbulent flow toward a sphere of radius R is
characterized by the integrated diffusion equation.
2

Dturb r

3n/3r

=

const-

U5)

where n represents a time-averaged concentration of particles. Levich
derived the total number of encounters per unit time caused by tur
bulent motion.

N tU rb

=

where 3 is the ratio

lz®

(E0/v)%

R3 no2

is s/p

(16)

i.e., the rate of energy

dissipation divided by the density and v is the kinematic viscosity of
p
the liquid. The relationships between £, v and u (where u is the
fluctuating component of the velocity) are obtained by dimensional
analysis (Levich, 1962; Thomas, 1965).
Agglomerates have a greater chance of rupturing before
aggregation occurs under turbulent flow conditions. Thomas (1964)
proposes that the mechanism of agglomerate deformation and rupture
involves an instantaneous pressure difference on opposite sides of the
agglomerate. The probability of particle breakup increases as the
energy dissipation per unit mass of fluid, 5 increases. Therefore,
breakup is highest near pipe walls because £ is a maximum there. The
yield stress of the agglomerate, xy represents the particle resistance
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to deformation and rupture imposed by instantaneous pressure differ
ences.
Obviously, the mechanisms of agglomeration 1n a suspension are
influenced by the apparatus in use. If a high speed impeller of a
diameter close to the vessel diameter is used, turbulent mechanisms are
involved. A Couette-flow shear apparatus is often used to agglomerate
particles (Hunter and Frayne, 1980; Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Tomi
and Bagster, 1978 a, b; Hubley et al., 1950) in order to define the flow
field and hence the agglomeration/aggregation mechanism. This was the
apparatus chosen in the current study to agglomerate calcium oxalate
particles. Characteristics of Couette flow are outlined below.
Couette Flow. A Couette-flow apparatus is shown in Figure 4.
This apparatus is commonly used in agglomeration systems to produce a
simple shear flow (laminar) of a constant shear rate. In Couette flow
the shear rate is a function of the kinematic viscosity, v, the width of
the annular region, d, the radius of the inner cylinder Rj and the
rotation speed of one or both cylinders, fljQr ^ • Only inner cylinder
rotation is considered here. Taylor (1922) found instabilities of fluid
motion occurring above a certain shear rate. He defined a critical
number, Ta .. at which these instabilities arise in Couette systems
cnt
(Estrin, 1970).

Ta ..
CP!t

= {48.70(2+d/R.)/[0/0571(1.0 - 0.0652 d/R,)
A

+ 0.00056/(1.0 - 0.652 d/R^]}^

(17)
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Figure 4. Schematic of Couette-flow Apparatus with
Axial Distribution of Taylor Vortices
(After Katoakoa et al., 1n J. of Chem. Eng.
of Japan, 1975)

These instabilities take the form of toroidal vorticies In the annular
region (see Figure 4). Thus la ..

quantitatively marks the beginning

of vortex flow. Adjacent vortices, stacked one on another, flow in
opposite directions resulting in outflow and inflow of fluid at their
shared boundaries (Robinson, 1983). Taylor demarcated flow regimes for
this flow, as laminar, laminar vortex, transitional, turbulent vortex
and turbulent (Kataoke et al., 1975) with a correlated variable, Ta.

Ta = 2u/60 (R^d3/2/v

pj

(18)

The flow regimes designated by Ta are presented in Table 1.
In the laminar flow regime, the velocity gradient can be calcu
lated or easily obtained experimentally. However, it is difficult to
determine velocity gradients in any other flow regime, though they must
be known if agglomeration kinetics are to be quantified. Simmers and
Coney (1978, 1980) have obtained axial, tangential, and radial velocity
profiles for air in a Couette-flow apparatus. Their technique was
sophisticated, but has not been incorporated into other studies.
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Table #1. Taylor Number Flow Regimes
Laminar flow

^a<Tacrit

Laminar vortex (singly
periodic) flow

Ta

Transition (doubly periodic)
flow

800 < Ta < 2000

Turbulent vortex flow

2000 < Ta < 10000 ^ 15000

Turbulent flow

Ta > 15000

.<Ta < 800
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Summary of Mechanisms
The relationship between particle surface mechanisms and colli
sion mechanisms is explained by detailing the formation of a stone in
the kidney. Ions in the supersaturated pre-urine solution which passes
through a kidney's nephron, cluster and nucleate to form a particle.
The transit time of urine through the nephron is approximately 3 minutes
(Blomen, 1982). The nucleated particle in the urine grows as it flows
through the nephron. The high ionic activity in the urine compresses
the repulsive ionic double layer which surrounds this and other par
ticles. Therefore, as the flow path of the particle brings it near
another particle, the two particles coagulate. This agglomerate is
formed by the collision shear mechanism combined with attractive van der
Walls forces holding the particles together. Precipitation bridges then
slowly form between the two particles to cement them together as an
aggregate.
The aggregated particle collides with similar aggregates as it
passes through the rest of the nephron. Even with further agglomeration
the particle is not yet large enough to get stuck in the narrower parts
of the nephron. The agglomerate flows from the nephron into a region in
the renal pelvis which has poor flow-characteristics. Possibly it is at
this site that further aggregation takes place when protein and carbo
hydrate matrix adsorb on the surface. Agglomerates which are moving by,
flocculate with the growing aggregate. Coagulation also occurs because
the matrix has reduced the ionic double layer repulsion (Finlayson,
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1977a). Finally, a stone is formed which is large enough to cause the
patient pain. Continued accretion occurs until the stone passes from
the kidney into the bladder and is excreted or until it is surgically
removed.
Agglomeration/Aggregation Kinetics
It is of interest to most agglomeration studies to know how fast
collisions occur between particles. The particle size distribution
which results from particle agglomeration might be used to fit para
meters in agglomeration kinetics expressions. However, the system
kinetics were not considered here because of the preliminary nature of
this project. A brief outline of possible agglomeration kinetics will
be included, though, for completeness.
The generalized population balance for a continuous crystallizer agglomerator system is as follows (Randolph and Larson, 1971).

_|n_

+

_|^Gn) . J .

[N.(L)

.

N(L)]

+B(L)-D(L)

(19)

n(L) is the population distribution of agglomerated particles and n.(L)
the inlet distribution. B(L), the birth function, represents the
particles formed at size L by the agglomeration of smaller particles,
and D(L), the death function, represents those lost by agglomeration
with other particles. Because particle diameter is not conserved in
agglomeration, the population balance is written in terms of particle
mass w or volume v. Volume is related to size by the equation:
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(20)

where ky is the volumetric shape factor. Using this equation, the
population balance becomes
s"(v)
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i a[n(yf'v]
3V

T

[n, (v) - n(v)] + B(v) - D(v)

(21)

where the volume growth rate is related to the linear growth rate as
Gy = 3 kv1/3V2/3 G.
Agglomeration/aggregation with nucleation and growth have seldom
been studied in a continuous system. For example, Halfon and Kaliguine
(1976) modeled agglomeration kinetics in a batch crystallizer. Their
population equation therefore does not include the first right hand side
term of equation (21). The focus of their research and other's (Sastry
and Fuerstenau, 1970; Loginov and Lapiga, 1978; Swift and Friedlander,
1964; Fair and Gemmel, 1964) was on the birth and death functions. The
rate at which particles are formed at volume v by agglomeration is
represented by B(v). For two-particle collisions

B = h C(c,T) /(Jn (v-v',t) n(v',t) dv

(22)

where C(c,T) is an efficiency factor which represents the probability
that two particles will stick together. C(c,T) is only dependent on
supersaturation and temperature in this formulation, v' and v-v' are
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the volumes of two colliding particles which agglomerate to become one
particle of volume v. The rate at which particles of volume v are lost
by agglomeration is D(v).

D = C(c,T) n(v,t) /Q n(v',t) dv'

(23)

Therefore, the total rate of agglomeration is:

B-D = C(c,T)[ *5/on(v-v'»*) n(v',t)dv' - n(v,t) /^(v1 ,t)dv'] (24)

Batch crystallizers can be modeled using equation (24) if the efficiency-of-collision factor, C(c,T) is estimated.
Some workers have derived an efficiency-of-collision factor for
agglomeration/aggregation kinetics (Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Fair
and Gemmel, 1964) which is a function of particle volume. Smoluchowski
(cited by Swift and Friedlander, 1964) derived a collision frequency,
c^
in Brownian motion. This is a size dependent agglomeration Kernel
'J
and is given by:

c. = 2kT/3 [v.1/3 + v.1/3] [1/v^/3 + 1/v.1/3]
ij
i
J
i
J

(25)

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature and

m

is the viscosity of the fluid, v.• and v-J are the volumes of two
colliding particles and therefore equivalent to v' and v-v'.
Smoluchowski made the assumption that all particles are the same size
which gives the following equation:

[ v.1/3 + v.1/3 ][1/ v.1/3 + 1/ v.1/3 ]= 4
•
J
'
J

(26)

Therefore, the collision frequency is independent of size for a monosized distribution, c,. can replace C(c,T) in equations (22)-(24) if c..
'J
IJ
were included in the B and D integrals of those equations.
The collision frequency in laminar flow was given as:

= (3/4tt)1/3 4 Sh/3 [v^73 + Vj173]3

(27)

where Sh is the shear rate with dimensions of (time)"1. Although
Brownian motion is temperature and viscosity sensitive, agglomeration
rate in laminar flow is independent of both (Swift and Friedlander).
Low (1975) proposed a collision rate parameter for the turbulent
flow regime.

c^ = k' 0 [v//3 + v.1/3]3

(28)

where k1 is a constant and U is the time-average velocity gradient.
Taylor related the velocity to ? and v (cited by Kraljevich, 1981).

Cl2 = (au/ax)2 = $/15v

(29)

where u 1s the x-component of the velocity.
These collision rate constants allow description of system
kinetics if U and/or shear rate are known together with agglomeration

data. Knowledge of calcium oxalate agglomeration kinetics would be
valuable in describing kidney stone formation. The range of shear rate
in kidney tubules is estimated to be 3.43 - 4.50 sec"1 (cited by Adair,
1981). A Couette-flow agglomerator could be designed to operate in this
shear rate range to model the shear dynamics of the kidney. The
Couette-shear-flow apparatus used in the current study was not capable
of achieving these low shear rates. Of more importance would be the
quantitative evaluation of physicochemical factors on the agglomeration/
aggregate transformation, e.g., CaOx supersaturation, potentialdetermining ions, and the influence of floc-promoting high molecular
weight compounds.
Agglomeration/Aggregation Parameters
Several methods have been used to characterize the extent of
agglomeration/aggregation such as the rate of sedimentation, rate of
filtration, turbidity (cited by Tomi and Bagster, 1978a); measurement of
thixotropy (for gels, cited by Hubley et al., 1950); ion conductivity
(Blomen, 1982) and particle counting (Robertson, Peacock and Nordin,
1973; Ryall, Ryall and Marshall, 1981; Halfon and Kaliguine, 1976). The
method of particle counting was employed in this study. Particle size
distributions can be obtained before and after aggregation using a zone
sensing instrument like the Coulter counter (Ryall et al., 1981).
Parameters used in the literature to quantify relative agglomeration/
aggregation behavior should be independent of the method used and are
detailed here.
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A certain particle size distribution with a total number of
oo

particles, N0 and mass-weighted-average size,

exists before

particles agglomerate. If particles agglomerate a decrease in the total
number of particles and an increase in the mass-weighted average size of
the particles is observed. Also, agglomeration causes an increase in
>L
the number of particles at a designated size, N . The size is
arbitrary but is chosen from the upper range of the initial particle
size distribution where few particles exist. Above this size all new
particles are formed by agglomeration/aggregation. Workers have
characterized agglomeration/aggregation using combinations of these
oo

three variables, N ,

g, N

and their change due to agglomeration.

The change in the total number of particles, AN^.q is the total
number of particles at time 0,NQ subtracted from the total number
counted at time t,N^. The change in the mass-weighted-average size due
to agglomeration .AL.4^3(t_Q) represents the increase in the massweighted-average size at time t, L4

3 t

as compared to the initial

distribution's average size. Likewise, the change in the number of
>L
particles larger than a designated size.AN^t_Qj is the increase in
number of particles at that size from time 0 to time t.
If agglomeration is not a function of time, as in the current
study, the size or number from the agglomerator at steady state replaces
that size or number at time t in a batch agglomerator. The variable
subscript is not t, but A for the current study. The initial size or
number (subscript 0) is related to the size or number of the steady
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state crystallizer distribution. Likewise, parameter subscript c
replaces subscript o if continuous crystallization/aggregation is being
measured.
Particle counters can detect particles down to a minimum size.
The lower detection limit of the particle counter used in this project
00

is 5 microns. The total number, N should show the lower counting limit
if it is known. Therefore, the total number of particles is represented
00
by N5— for this project.
00

gp

An agglomeration/aggregation ratio commonly used is Nt/NQ

(Sastry and Fuerstenau, 1970; Halfon and Kaliguine, 1976). An
5-00 5-«
equivalent ratio for the current study is
/Nc . This ratio is
less than unity when particles agglomerate. A similar ratio used is the
number greater than a designated (mass-weighted average) size normalized
>i °°
by the total number of particles, N /No (Swift and Friedlander, 1964;
Robertson, 1973; Suzuki, 1981). The designated mass-weighted average
size differs in calcium oxalate studies, i.e., Robertson chose 20
microns, Suzuki chose 9 microns and the current project uses 15 microns
to represent the size at which agglomeration is observed.
Robertson (1973) uses this ratio (N^/N ) to measure inhibition
of aggregation. The aggregation inhibition index, I represents the
percent increase in the fraction of particles greater than 20 microns at
time t of a test suspension as compared to a control suspension. If CQ
and Ct represent the fraction of particles greater than 20 microns in
control samples (no additives) at time 0 and t, repectively, and Tq and
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Tt are the equivalent fractions in the test sample (with additives) the
degree of inhibition is defined by:

1% =

(Ct " Co> " (Tt • V

1 (Ct

• Co>

X 100

(30)

If I > 100 the additive caused a breakup of some aggregates present.
When I < 0 the additive increased growth and aggregation and when I > 0
the additive inhibited growth and aggregation (with a maximum inhibition
at I = 100).
Ryall et al. (1981) developed a similar aggregation index, 1.^.
This index shows the percent increase in the total number of particles
at time t between a test and control suspension. Therefore IA is
represented by equation (30) when (C.-C
) is replaced by
v
U
<Nt.control - \ control a"d (Tt " V rep,aced by ("t.test^o.test'Interpretations of 1^ are parallel to those stated for Robertson's I.
L
A ratio similar to N*
^/No* when the change in
t /No is ant-o
particle number above a designated size is normalized by the initial

total number of particles. This ratio is of use if the initial total
number of particles varies. This ratio is used in the current project
15
5„«
and is represented by ANC-M« /NC .
Hubley et al (1950) incorporates both particle size and particle
number in an aggregation index. In terms of the variables presented
here, the index is

j/N~. The index is determined as the system's

variables are altered. Each index found is compared to measure the
extent of aggregation at the given conditions.
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The parameters mentioned are used in the current study to
numerically analyze agglomeration/aggregation behavior. The parameters
show that agglomeration did occur in the Couette-flow agglomerator and
that extent of agglomeration can be measured. The variation of the
parameters with altered mechanistic factors (RPM, level of supersaturation and addition of urine) allowed their effects to be quanti
fied.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The MSMPR crystallizer and PDI ElectroZone/Celloscope (particle
counter) used in this study were also used by Thorson (1979) and
Kraljevich (1981). Kraljevich's CaOx crystallization work prompted this
study of calcium oxalate agglomeration/aggregation phenomena. A
Couette-flow agglomerator was placed in series with an MSMPR crystal
lizer in order to study growth and nucleation simultaneously with
agglomeration and aggregation. The system was designed in such a way
that samples could be taken from either the agglomerator or crystal
lizer for PDI Particle Counter analysis (see Figure 1).
Before the agglomerator could be tested, it was necessary to
perform a mass balance on the crystallization system. In previous
studies calcium oxalate analyses did not close a material balance
(Thorson, 1979; Kraljevich, 1981). The apparatus and procedure for
the crystallization system (MSMPR crystallizer and PDI Particle Counter)
is first explained as the mass balance was performed only on this
system. The apparatus and procedure unique to the agglomeration system
is detailed in a separate section.
Crystallization System
Apparatus
Separate calcium and oxalate synthetic urine solutions were
pumped through 1/8 inch ID Tygon tubing into the MSMPR crystallizer with
46
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a Buchler polystaltic pump. Before entering the crystallizer, the solu
tions were warmed to 37°C as they each passed through pyrex glass preheaters. The Haake Model FS Constant Temperature Circulator supplied
the pre-heaters and crystallizer with heating water, maintaining a
constant 37°C in the system.
The MSMPR crystallizer was a jacketed vessel with an interior
volume of 400 ml capacity. A 1-inch magnetic Teflon stir-bar mixed the
slurry at a constant speed with a CMS Magnestir induction stirrer. One
hundred twelve 6 mm glass beads were used to inhibit scale formation on
the walls of the crystallizer. The rotating stir-bar kept the beads in
motion and

bouncing to one-half the height of the liquid level.

Mixing was facilitated by four 8 mm press-formed baffles located on the
vessel wall. The top section of the crystallizer was sealed to the
jacketed vessel with a 15 mm wide ground glass lip flange. The seal was
airtight when the flange was greased and clamped with three M-size
binder clips. Both solutions flowed through the top section through 4
mm 0D glass tubes, and the mixed product flowed out of another tube of
the same diameter. A straight piece of 4 mm 0D glass tubing was
connected to this mixed-product flow outlet with a piece of Tygon
tubing. The straight piece extended to within 2 inches of the
crystallizer bottom thus ensuring particle removal from the mixed magma.
A 10/30 5 female joint was the fourth opening in the top section. A
standard taper joint was used to seal the crystallizer after the initial
inflow in order to set the retention time. That is, the inflow was
stopped, the crystallizer stoppered, and when the flow was restarted
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pressure from the feed forced mixed slurry out of the crystallizer at
the same rate at which it entered.
The taper joint was also used to collect samples using a 10/30
? male joint which extended down (4 mm 0D) into the crystallizer where
it could draw slurry. Sample solution was withdrawn through the joint
with a Cornwall syringe attached to 1/8 inch ID Tygon tubing.
The slurry leaving the crystallizer flowed into the sample tube
on the PDI Particle Counter sampling stand. The sampling tube was a 5inch long, 25 mm 0D tube with two 4 mm 0D glass tubing ports located 1
inch and 1-1/2 inch below the top. The tube tapered down to 7 mm 0D
glass tubing at the bottom; The slurry entered through the middle port
and exited the bottom port. It flowed through a 1/4 inch ID Tygon tube,
which was raised to a level above that of the slurry in the sampling
tube.
The sample tube contained a 150 micron orifice tube and one
electrode. The other electrode was located inside the orifice tube so
that when particles in solution passed through the orifice, momentary
changes in resistance could be registered which were proportional to
particle volume. The pulses were then amplified, scaled, and counted by
the PDI ElectroZone/Celloscope to yield particle count and size distri
bution data. PDI ElectroZone/Celloscope set-up, maintenance, and
calibration information is detailed in a published Instruction Manual
(Berg, 1977).
The PDI Particle Counter was attached to a PDP8/A 16K digital
Microprocessor. This permitted the raw size distribution data to be
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transformed automatically into crystallization parameters. A Digital
Decwriter II keyboard terminal was used for input/output to this micro
processor. In addition, a LBO-511 oscilloscope gave visual observation
of the CSD. This instrument was necessary for both calibration and
least-squares analysis of the data. Thorson (1979) detailed the
procedure used to obtain a slurry CSD and the commands to convert the
CSD into crystallization parameters. Figure 5 shows the typical command
input and computer output for the analysis of a crystal size distribu
tion.
Procedure
The synthetic urine solutions used in the run were diluted from
prefiltered stock solutions. The recipe for the synthetic urine stock
solutions and dilutions are presented in Appendix D. The final synthetic
urine solutions were 2 liters each, one with a calcium concentration
of 6.0 mM and the other with 0.6 mM of oxalate based on the total (4 L)
volume. Robertson et al. (1978) and Hargrove et al. (1977) report
calcium to oxalate ratios found in human urine were 8/1 to 19/1. Thus,
the 10/1 CaOx for this synthetic urine was within the reported range.
In the mother liquor where steady precipitation occurred this Ca/Ox
ratio was even higher as a larger relative amount of Ox was removed on
precipitation of CaOx. A first morning void of human urine was added to
the system, as 10% volume (200 ml) to the diluted calcium solution. The
calcium solution was then filtered twice through two No. 1 Whatman
filter papers and once through a 3-micron Millipore filter. Solutions
prepared in advance of a run were stored in a refrigerator. Solutions
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Typical Input Commands and Computer Output
for the Analysis of a Crystal Size Distribution

removed from the refrigerator were allowed to warm before a run. Fif
teen minutes running time was allowed for the polypump and circulation
bath to warm up. Deionized water standing in the crystal!izer overnight
was suctioned out during this waiting time with a vacuum probe. The
probe water was dumped and the probe along with the crystal!izer rinsed
with fresh deionized water at least two times.
A constant flowrate into the crystal1izer was maintained for
every run by measuring the flow rate through the polypump before and
after the run. A run started when solutions flowed through the feed
tubing. When the first drop of solution entered the crystallizer, the
timer was started. The stir-bar rotation was increased as the slurry
level rose in the crystallizer. At 10 minutes, the polypump and timer
were turned off simultaneously. The crystallizer then was stoppered and
both polypump and timer turned back on. This set a retention time of 10
minutes. The mixed product flowed out of the crystallizer to the sample
tube, which filled to a height above the orifice level. Steady state
was reached after 110 minutes (11 retention times). After that time,
the first 1 ml sample was drawn through the orifice and analyzed by the
PDI system for total number of particles, CSD, nucleation rate (B°),
growth rate (6), and slurry density (My). Samples for counting were
taken every 5-10 minutes. After steady state was reached 5 ml of the
crystallizer slurry was withdrawn through the male I tapered joint of
the top of the crystall izer. The sample then was filtered with a 0.6
micron Millipore filter, acidified with one drop of concentrated HCI,

and stored (frozen) for Ox analysis. The crystals on the filter paper
were kept for Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photomicrographs. One
to five slurry samples were collected during steady state; the number
depended on what type of run was conducted.
The system was shut down after 145 minutes since this was deter
mined to be the end of steady state. After this time scaling affected
the slurry density and nucleation levels. The amount of scaling was de
termined by dissolving the crystals stuck to the vessel walls with a 0.1N
HC1 solution. The mixed slurry first was suctioned from the crystallizer. The vessel then was rinsed once with deionized water to remove
any loose crystals. Concentrated (0.1N) HC1 was left in the crystallizer for at least three hours after which a 5 ml sample was taken and
stored for oxalate analysis. The feed tubing was disconnected from the
crystallizer and the final flowrate determined. Deionized water was
again used to clean the tubing. The sample tube and orifice were
disassembled from the particle counter and cleaned. If no scale sample
had been taken, the sample tube was cleaned with 5% HC1 pumped in from
the crystallizer without disassembling. It was allowed to soak for 20
minutes. The tube and crystallizer then were rinsed, with the third
rinse remaining in the sample tube overnight.
Mass Balance
The total output of calcium oxalate in the slurry was less than
the known input amount. Therefore, a mass balance was conducted on the
system to determine the cause and magnitude of the deviation. The
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accumulation (scale) should be equal to the Input
generation,

minus the

and output, C. A mass closure equation sums this up.

Thus

% Closure = 100 X (Scale + C + My)/ Cj

(31)

The slurry density, Mj., was calculated from the PDI Particle Counter
system. The accuracy of the particle counter and minicomputer system
was checked by using a suspension of

particles of a known My and

comparing calculated versus known results.
Crystallization System with Agglomerator
The crystallization system's setup was modified to include a
Couette-flow agglomerator. The agglomerator was placed in series with
the MSMPR crystallizer so that mixed slurry leaving the crystallizer
entered the agglomerator. The steady state crystallizer CSD was altered
by the flow patterns and supersaturation level in the agglomerator. The
steady state agglomerator CSD was measured and compared to the crystal
lizer CSD. Conditions in the agglomerator were altered and their
effects quantified by comparing changes in the CSD.
Apparatus
The outer section of the Couette-flow agglomerator was a
jacketed 400 ml pyrex glass vessel heated by water from the Haake Model
FS Constant Temperature Circulator. The inner section was an enclosed
pyrex glass cylinder, 14 cm long, which rested on a nipple centered on

the bottom of the vessel. The Inner cylinder was held in a chuck and
rotated by a Heidolph-Elektro KG drive motor. The outer diameter of the
inner cylinder was 5.10 cm. The inner diameter of the vessel was 6.92
cm.
Two pyrex glass 3-way valves were installed so that slurry could
flow either from the crystallizer, through the agglomerator to the par
ticle counter or from the crystallizer directly to the particle counter.
The slurry level in the agglomerator was maintained at a constant height
using the PDI sample tube's exit (Tygon) tube. The Tygon tube was
attached to a level control tube which allowed the slurry to flow at a
rate equal to the agglomerator inflow rate.
The level of supersaturation in the agglomerator was altered by
dripping in a richer oxalate solution where C v A increased from 0.6 mM
to 2.2 mM. A Masterflex variable speed drive pump was used to pump the
oxalate through k inch ID Tygon tubing to a capillary pipet. The
oxalate dripped out of the pipet into the center of the agglomerator's
annular region and was rapidly mixed by the rotating cylinder.
Mechanistic Factors
Three factors were altered in the Couette-flow agglomerator to
observe their effect on the agglomeration/aggregation of CaOx. These
changes were a) varying the flow field, b) increasing the supersatura
tion level, and c) addition of natural agglomeration/aggregation
inhibitors.
The flow field in the agglomerator was changed by increasing the
speed of the inner cylinder rotation. The drive motor was capable of
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rotating the cylinder in the ranqe of 55-300 RPM. Supersaturation and
urine addition experiments were performed at 150 RPM.
The effect of the supersaturation level was studied by
increasing the concentration of the oxalate ion solution dripped (at a
constant rate) into the agglomerator. The concentration of total
oxalate in solution, CUA was determined by the following equation.

ox

CexQvex + C.Q.
iwi
0
yex + 07"

(32)

Where QW A 1s the rate at whtch oxalate 1s dripped Into the agglomerator,
is the initial concentration of oxalate in the feed solutions
(0.6 mM), Q.I is the flowrate of the feed entering the crystallizer and C6 X
is the oxalate concentration in the solution dripped into the agglomera
tor. The flowrates, Q.
J constant so that when Cox
n and Qex were always
was altered, only Cw A was changed.
Calcium oxalate agglomeration/aggregation is altered by natural
inhibitors found in human urine (Robertson, 1973; Kraljevich, 1981).
Five percent human urine was added to the synthetic urine solutions of
the start of the run to alter the agglomeration/aggregation behavior.
Procedure
The basic procedure for start-up and shut-down with the agglom
erator attached were the same as with the crystallizer alone. The

agglomerator was washed with 5% HC1 along with the crystallizer and the
sample tube and rinsed in the same manner (previously stated). The
agglomerator and the sample tube were both emptied by opening the valve
and lowering the level control tube.
Slurry was routed from the crystal!izer through the agglomera
tor. Excess oxalate was dripped Into the open top of the agglomerator
as the slurry entered. When the liquid level reached half the height of
the agglomerator, the inner cylinder was rotated at the designated RPM
for that run. The slurry filled the agglomerator in approximately 11
minutes giving approximately the same retention time in the crystallizer
and agglomerator. The sample tube was filled at this time by opening
the agglomerator-to-particle counter valve. The agglomerator liquid
level was then adjusted.
Samples were taken at steady state on the particle counter
usually in the order C,A,A,A,C where C represents the crystallizer and A
the agglomerator. Flow to the agglomerator was shut off for approxi
mately 2 minutes while crystallizer slurry flowed to the particle
counter while the sample was taken. 5 ml samples for oxalate analysis
were taken from the top of the agglomerator with the Cornwall syringe
near the time that the particle counter sample was taken.
The crystal size distribution from the agglomerator could not be
analyzed in the same way as the CSD from the crystallizer because the
population density plot was not an exponential distribution. The size
distribution of both the crystallizer and the agglomerator was converted

to particle volume for comparison (see Figure 5). The mass-weighted
average size was determined for this volume distribution using the PDI
instrument. The total number of particles per unit volume was reported
for the agglomerator and for the crystallizer. The number of particles
greater than 15 microns was computed from an output of the number of
particles in each size range.
The changes of procedure that the addition of human urine
required were the collection of human urine, preparation of solution (as
mentioned previously) and a lower limit for least squares calculation of
the exponential distribution. This limit was kept constant for all
urine-containing runs. Three 200 ml samples of first morning void urine
were collected from normal or stone former subjects and frozen until
their use.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are divided into two sections, the mass
balance and the agglomeration study. A mass balance was performed ini
tially; the % mass closure was acceptable. However, during the agglom
eration study the % closure slowly decreased. The agglomeration results
would be of more quantitative value if all the calcium oxalate in the
system was accounted for. The decreasing % mass closure was not
observed until the agglomeration study was completed. However, the
agglomeration data are still of value and are presented 1n this section.
Mass Balance
A mass balance was performed by quantifying the amount of cal
cium oxalate that precipitated out together with the amount that re
mained in solution. The concentration of oxalate in the system was
analyzed in making a mass balance because Ox was the limiting ion (Ca/Ox
= 10/1). Crystals which precipitated were either counted by the PDI
particle counter 1n a representative 1 ml volume of slurry or they
accumulated in the crystallization system on the glass walls. The
amount of oxalate in solution and in the form of scale was quantified by
chemical analysis.
The PDI Elzone particle counter was tested for accuracy using a
prepared SiOg suspension of known slurry density. The known slurry
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density was 55.6 mg/L (0.01 gms of SiOg beads of solid density 2.6 gm/cc
in 180 ml of 1% NaCl solution). This suspension was counted and sized.
An exponential population distribution of these SIO2 particles was ob
served. The PDI instrument fit this distribution to the exponential
model and reported an M|- of 54.6 ± 1.9 mg/L.
The ion chromatographic technique (Appendix B) was the method
used for oxalate determination during the time mass balance experiments
were performed on the CaOx system. The technique required a specific
column which the analytical lab (performing the analyses) did not have.
It was suggested that if some modifications to the technique were made
then their present column could be used. However, a routine analysis
with less than 10% error was not found after 6 months' time. On a few
occasions some samples were measured with less than 10% error. These
results are reported here.
The % mass closure of the crystallization system was 90.8%.
When glutamic acid (2.5 ppm) was added to the calcium feed, without
scale determination, the % closure was 91.1%. This Indicates that
glutamic acid dramatically reduces CaOx precipitation on the vessel
walls.
The 5 mm beads were not added to the crystallizer until after
the mass balance was obtained. It was observed that the beads reduced
the amount of scale on the crystallizer walls. The average My before
the beads were used was 9.96 ± 2.59 mg/L. The average Mj for the first
month the beads were used was 38.74 ± 4.00 mg/L. These slurry density
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values together with typical oxalate analyses give mass closure in the
order of 90% which was considered of sufficient accuracy for these
o
experiments. Figure 6 shows the change of B and G as a function of
o
time with the glass beads and compares this to the B and G without the
glass beads.
The slurry density as calculated by the PDI counter mini
computer decreased over time. The slurry density as a function of time
is plotted 1n Figure 7. A 10-mlnute retention time was used starting in
February. Runs at the 10-minute retention time are reported in this
paper. The decrease in Mj was due to increasing scale formation on the
vessel walls.
Agglomeration Study
One indication of agglomeration is the increase in the mass
weighted average size of the initial distribution. Figure 8 (for a
typical run) shows this increase in L
and clearly illustrates the
4j3
shift of the whole distribution toward the larger sizes. To be certain
that this change in the distribution was due to agglomeration and not
growth, the following experiment was performed. At steady state with a
reported N

5_oo

_

= 18735 and L
= 18.93 microns, the flow into the
A
4,3
agglomerator was shut off for 10 minutes while the inner cylinder con
tinued to rotate. This allowed time for the large number of particles
below 5 microns (the lower counting limit) to grow above this size and
to be counted. The average growth rate 1n the crystallizer is approxi
mately 0.3 micron/min. Assuming that particles in the agglomerator
would grow at a slower, say 0.2 micron/m1n rate, (which is likely

V.
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because of the decrease in supersaturation level), growth would still be
2 microns in 10 minutes. Therefore, the number counted should increase
due to the large number of particles between 3 and 5 microns being added
into the counting region. However, after ten minutes the results were
5-<»
~
= 15275 and L4 3 = 21.34, i.e., the number went down while the
mean size went up. This can only be interpreted as agglomeration.
The effects due to RPM and the level of supersaturation are
reported in the same way. That is, an agglomeration parameter repre
sentative of the agglomeration behavior is plotted as a function of
increasing RPM or level of supersaturation. Because the decrease in
% mass closure is reflected by the changes in My, plots of My as a
function of RPM and supersaturation are included. Human urine was added
to see if it inhibited agglomeration. The results with human urine are
presented using the agglomeration indices discussed in the previous sec
tion.
RPM
The agglomeration parameters used to characterize the effect of
5.00 >15
>15
5-00 ANC
increasing RPM are AN^_Q, AL^ 3(A-C)' AN A-C* A ^A-C!
*
*
—

L4

c

00

/ N£ . Figures 9-13 illustrate the agglomeration behavior at

increasing RPM as described by these parameters. Each data point repre
sents an average of 3 or more counts from 3 or more runs. The standard
deviation of error is included in the form of error bars at each point.
M.p versus RPM is shown in Figure 14. A table of crystallization para
meters G and B° along with the dates and number of RPM runs analyzed are
presented in Appendix C.
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The effect of the shear field was observed by conducting runs
with and without the inner cylinder rotating. The control runs (without
the inner cylinder rotating) were done at a later period after the
crystallizer glass surface had been renewed by fire polishing. This had
the effect of reducing scale formation. Therefore, the slurry density
and the % mass closure increased. The average

was 43.90 ± 8.55. The
C °°
average AL^ ^^ of these 4 runs was -1.40 ± 0.56 and the AN^ ^ was
-890 ± 2558. These results are significant in that it shows that a
shear field is necessary for particle collision and bonding. With no
shear field the mean particle size and the number of crystals both de
creased.
Couette Flow
The Taylor number and critical Taylor number were determined for
these runs in order to describe the shear flow characteristics of the
Couette-flow agglomerator. The critical Taylor number for this
agglomerator was 49.4 with a critical RPM of 2.9. Therefore, vortices
formed at speeds above 2.9 RPM. At high supersaturations, crystals
deposited on the outer walls of the agglomerator in dark and light
bands indicative of the deposits made by alternating flow patterns. The
dark bands apparently had a higher density of crystal scaling than the
light bands. On the inner cylinder walls this light and dark band
pattern was reversed from that of the outer wall. This supports the
occurrence of vortices in the agglomerator at 150 RPM (the speed in the
supersaturation experiments) as well as the fact that adjacent vortices
flow in a counter-current fashion.
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The purpose of determining the Taylor number was to gauge the
flow regime 1n which the agglomerator operated. The transition between
doubly periodic transition flow and turbulent vortex flow occurs at Ta =
2000. The Taylor numbers for 120, 150 and 175 rpm were 2050, 2563 and
2990, respectively.
Supersaturation Level
The parameters used to measure the effect of increasing the
5_oo

_

supersaturation level in the agglomerator were AN , AL
,
>15
>15
>15 5-°°
5-»
4,3(,A-C;
aN
, AN , AN / N
and L / N . Plots of these parameters
A-C
A-C
A-C C
4,3 C
versus increasing oxalate concentration in the agglomerator are shown 1n
Figures 15-19. The points represent the average of 3 or more counts
from 1 or more runs. The number and dates of the runs used for each
level is shown in Appendix C. The changing slurry density of those runs
for which data is given is plotted as a function of the oxalate concen
tration (Figure 20). The crystallization parameters for these runs are
likewise found in Appendix C. Note again that the oxalate concentration
shown is the calculated feed concentration assuming all the oxalate was
added as feed to the agglomerator. A better measure of oxalate concen
tration would have been actual supersaturation levels in the agglomera
tor but these values were not obtained.
Human Urine Addition
The results of adding 5% normal (NL) and stone former (SF) urine
to the synthetic urine in the crystal!1zer/agglomerator system are
listed in Table 2. The results were compared on the basis of sex and
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Table 2. Comparison of SF and NL Urine Results
Sex (Age)
Type

M (30-40)

M (40-50)

M (50-60)

SF

NL

SF

NL

SF

G (ym/min)

0.22948

0.22454

0.23628

0.21873

0.22499

0.19797

B°(#/cc min)

46,423

47,348

45,129

46,449

42,255

69,326

(mg/L)

37.86

37.00

38.17

34.03

33.67

37.39

^A-C" < # >

1296

2412

724

1926

2881

731

^4,3(A-C)^ M ^

1.61

1.52

1.31

1.74

1.54

1.46

623

581

656

639

495

334

Mt

W

TA

T

NL

6.74%

2 .59%

32 .53%

4.87%

2 .40%

45 .59%
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TABLE 2—Continued

Sex (Age)
Type

F (30-40)
SF
NL

F (50-60)
SF
NL

Average
SF
NL

£ (ym/min)

0.20025 0.23215

0.24135 0.21510

0.22647 0.21770
±0.01590 ±0.01277

B°(#/cc.min)
Mt (mg/L)
(#)

4^4,3(A-C)'Mm'

AN/.!5 (#)

64,428

39,116

35.21

34.38

3193

2007

1.40

1.56

477

634

29,302
28.68

53,408

45,507 51,129
±12,571 ±11,367

33.79

34.72
±3.86

35.32
±1.73

3958

1695
±1556

2207
±1163

1.75

1.72

1.52
±0.17

1.60
±0.12

709

627

592
±102

563
±130

1827

h

-32.92%

11,57%

4.10%
±23.68%

r

-55.74%

25.22%

4.47%
±37.92%
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Table 3. Oxalate Analyses Results and Corresponding
Supersaturation Ratio for SF and NL Urine
Crystallizer
[Ox] mM
S

Agglomerator
[Ox] mM
S

Sex (Age)

Type

Run #

M (30-40)

SF

6-7 B

0.212

6.30

0.165

4.90

M (30-40)

SF

6-9 A

0.246

7.40

0.208

6.25

M (40-50)

SF

6-9 B

0.225

6.80

0.173

5.18

M (50-60)

SF

6-13 B

0.159

4.70

0.156

4.60

F (30-40)

SF

6-20 B

0.090

2.65

0.080

2.40

Average

SF

0.186

5.52

0.149

4.40

M (30-40)

NL

6-17 A

0.154

4.58

0.162

4.80

M (40-50)

NL

6-23 A

0.162

4.80

0.148

4.38

M (50-60)

NL

6-24 B

0.173

5.17

0.155

4.60

F (30-40)

NL

6-17 B

0.133

3.90

0.104

3.10

F (50-60)

NL

6-14 B

0.196

5.93

0.148

4.83

Average

NL

0.164

4.85

0.143

4.20

—

—
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age and by using the NL and SF urine's total averages. The crystallizao
5-°° —
tion parameters G, B , IL are presented as well as AN , AL
.
A'C
4'3 '(*"»
>15
>15 5-» 7
AN , and A N / N . Crystallization kinetics are affected by urine
and these parameters are not necessarily constant. These data represent
3 or more counts from 3 runs with the 5% human urine from each of the
normal or stone former patients. The crystallization results were
altered in the following ways when 5% human urine was added to the
synthetic urine. The growth rate with human urine was approximately 0.1
micron/min less than the G of pure synthetic urine. The nucleation rate
with human urine added was approximately 30,000 #/cc-min greater than
o
the B with synthetic urine. The slurry density with human urine was 510 mg/L greater than the M of synthetic urine alone. Also, N^ °° found
5_oo
with human urine was greater than Nc (human urine) whereas the oppo
site was true with pure synthetic urine. The aggregation index using
these total numbers was equal to 99.28%. The addition of human
urine caused a nearly maximum inhibition of agglomeration.

The degree

of aggregation inhibition (1^ and I) from the addition of NL urine as
compared to the addition of SF urine was slight, i.e., the average I =
H
4.1% and the average I =4.5% with a standard deviation of 38%.
A t-test of the data showed no appreciable difference between
the NL and SF data except in one case. The total number greater than 15
microns in the crystallizer was greater for the SF than the NL, i.e.
>15
>15
N
(SF) = 365 ± 196 > N
(NL) = 219 ± 90.
C
C
The results from the colorimetric oxalate assay are presented in
Table 3. The average error from the analyses which were duplicated was

± 22.14%. Previous analyses using this technique was ± 3% (Kraljevich,
1981). Therefore, these results are questionable and not of use in this
study. However, these and other samples have been frozen for future
oxalate analysis. Their run dates and identification numbers are pre
sented in Appendix D.
The concentration of oxalate found from these analyses was re
lated to a supersaturation ratio (S) as determined by EQUIL. A graph of
S vs. [Ox] is presented as calculated from program EQUIL. These calcu
lations take into consideration all other ions in the synthetic urine
and simplify the calculation of the supersaturation ratio at any known
oxalate concentration for the solution (see Figure 21). The supersaturation ratio corresponding to a given measured oxalate concentration
are also listed in Table 3.
SEM Photomicrographs
Crystal samples were filtered from the solution of both the
agglomerator and the crystal!izer to compare crystal morphology differ
ences using the scanning electron microscope (SEM). These photomicro
graphs did not clearly show that single crystals occur in the crystallizer and only agglomerates/aggregates are present in the agglomerator.
Some crystals of each morphology were found in both crystallizer and
agglomerator. Photomicrographs are presented in Figures 22-26.
The photomicrographs in Figure 22 show crystals from the
crystallizer (a) and agglomerator (b) at a magnification of 2800X. Cal
cium oxalate crystals usually exhibit a "stacked-plates" shape. A
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Figure 22. SEM Photomicrographs: Calcium Oxalate
Crystals a) from Crystallizer and
b) from Agglomerator During Typical Run

Figure 23. SEM Photomicrograph: Calcium Oxalate Crystals
from Crystallizer

Figure 24. SEM Photomicrographs: Calcium Oxalate
Crystals a) from Crystal!izer and
b) from Agglomerator at 0 RPM
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Figure 25.

SEM Photomicrograph: Calcium Oxalate Aggregate
at Equivalent Initial Oxalate Concentration
of 2.6 mM

phototomicrograph of a crystal from the crystallizer at 8000X magnifica
tion illustrates this common morphology (Figure 23). Crystals from the
crystallizer similar in appearance to one of the crystals from the agglomerator at 0 RPM and are shown in Figure 24. The effect of increased
oxalate concentration on the agglomeration of CaOx is shown in Figure 25
at the same magnification as Figures 23 and 24. Photomicrographs of
crystals and agglomerates in Figure 26 show the change in morphology due
to the addition of human urine. "Rosette-like" crystals and aggregates
are formed along with stacked-plates particles in both Figures 26a and
b. The significance of these photomicrographs and the other results
presented are discussed in the following section.

Figure 26. SEM Photomicrographs: Calcium Oxalate
Crystals in the Presence of Human Urine
a) from Crystal!izer and b) from
Agglomerator

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The Couette-flow agglomerator was installed in a previously used
crystallization system (Thorson, 1979; Kraljevich, 1981) in order to
measure the extent of agglomeration of calcium oxalate as a function of
fluid shear, supersaturation and the presence of aliquots of human
urine. The Couette-flow agglomerator was used to produce a flow field
which promoted agglomeration of particles. A purpose of the study was
to detail this behavior by changing the flow field and the synthetic
urine solutions. The crystallization system of Thorson (1979) and
Kraljevich (1981) had losses of calcium oxalate which were not identi
fied or quantified. Therefore, an oxalate mass balance on the system
was performed prior to the agglomerator work.
Mass Balance
Operation of the PDI Elzone Celloscope and PDP8 minicomputer
were determined to be reliable when the calculated slurry density of a
known suspension of silica particles was within 1.8% of the actual
slurry density. The sample distribution was fortuitously of exponential
form which is necessary for correct calculation of slurry density by the
PDI algorithm. The 1.8% error was well within experimental limits of
the experimental technique. Thus the data reduction circuitry of the
PDI instrument can be assumed to be accurate and was eliminated as the
cause of poor mass blance closure in the case of CaOx runs. Attention
was next directed to possible losses of CaOx, namely inaccurate oxalate
91
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analyses in the liquor or CaOx scale accumulation on the vessel walls.
The theoretical slurry density was ca. 50 mg/L while the total flow in
ten residence times was ca. three liters. Thus only ca. 150 mg of CaOx
was precipated in total, and a small amount of CaOx adhering to the
walls would seriously effect the mass balance.
Ion chromatographic results from a typical run chosen for a mass
balance test were dissolved scale = 37.29 mg/L and the concentration re
maining in solution, C = 42.88 mg/L (0.263 mM) (as CaOx *21^0). This
concentration corresponded to a supersaturation ratio of S = 7.4 and was
comparable to the C = 0.242 mM (S = 6.9) independently found by Drach
et al. (1983) and Randolph (1982). The 0.6 mM Ox ion limiting feed
would convert to an equivalent CaOx dihydrate slurry density of 98.46
mg/L. Of that total roughly 57% or 56.12 mg/L precipitated as slurry
while 43% remained in solution in a typical run.
Scale was not quantified in Kraljevich's and Thorson's work.
However, the difference between the experimental and calculated My was
quantified. Kraljevich found the total solids concentration MTI *S from
the oxalate analysis and the inlet oxalate concentration, i.e., MIT S =
9

Cox,i. - Cox. Thorson measured the MTT at steady state by filtering and
weighing a sample. They found an average ratio of calculated to experi
mental M of 0.25 to 0.26. In the current study, MTI 9 C / M,I )S was also
found to be 0.25. When the estimated amount of CaOx scale was added to
, the ratio of this sum to the experimental MT was 0.92. Therefore,
I 9C
I
the CaOx losses were found to be due primarily to scale formation. Un
Mt

doubtedly, this was also true for the two previous studies.
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A mass closure of 90% seems acceptable. Calculation error and/
or experimental losses could easily account for the remaining mass. The
oxalate analysis involved perhaps 10% error. Scale formation on the
exit tube and potential particle segregation through the sample tube
orifice may also have contributed some degree of error, though this was
not quantified. Any deviation in the oxalate solution flowrate or inlet
oxalate concentration would contribute to the mass error. A mass
closure of 91.1% was calculated, excluding scale contribution, when 2.5
ppm glutamic acid was added. Evidently, glutamic acid kept the scale
from forming on the walls. Glutamic acid also altered the supersaturation ratio of the synthetic urine from 8.6 to 13.4, which therefore
changed the system kinetics.
Use of the glass beads in the crystal!izer further demonstrated
that the loss of CaOx was due primarily to scale formation.

Without

the beads, steady state parameter values varied over 3 retention times,
and after that, the steady state would collapse due to the increased
scale deposition. As more scale accumulated on the glass less CaOx
nucleated and grew in solution.

However, with the glass beads in

the crystallizer, steady state continued past 18 retention times
(Figure 6).

The bead collision with the walls kept greater than

one-half of the crystallizer surface clean from scale. The slurry
density in solution therefore increased when the beads were used.
Part of the increase in My was also due to an increase in 6 (Figure 6).
The increase in growth rate was due to an increase in supersaturation
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which occurred when fewer crystals nucleated and grew on the crystallizer walls. The change in supersaturation was not determined because
an accurate oxalate analysis was not available at that time. However,
the system was used without this information because the beads provided
constant steady state kinetics.
Decreasing % Mass Closure
During the time period of all of the agglomeration runs the
slurry density decreased as shown in Figure 7. The percent mass closure
was therefore decreasing during the time the agglomeration experiments
were performed. The reason for the decrease resulted from an alteration
of the crystallizer glass surface. Consequently, scale formation in
creased as the surface changed with time. This change in surface
characteristics was reflected by a cloudy etch-like appearance and was
probably due to the HC1 acid washes needed to clean the equipment be
tween runs.
The type of crystallizer glass has an effect on the mass
closure. Robertson (1983), and Drach (1983a) have used other crystallizers (in England) where no scale formation occurred with the identical
synthetic urine recipe. Drach et al. (1983) reported an average My be
tween 40 and 45 mg/L which is comparable to the My in the current study
when glass beads were used in the initial runs. The type of crystal
lizer glass used by Robertson and Drach was a European Pyrex borosilicate. The type in this study was the same but of a lower quality U.S.
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make. Apparently, the differences were substantial enough to cause
scale deposition in one case and not in the other.
It appears that CaOx is precipitated on the crystallizer walls
by a heterogeneous mechanism as a result of glass surface chemistry.
HC1 was used to dissolve the CaOx scale after each run. This precipi
tation/dissolution process resulted in deterioration of the surface
which caused greater scale formation with time. Bombardment with glass
beads also quickened the deterioration of the glass. There appears to
be a compound unique in human urine that sticks to the crystallizer
walls and later shows its effect through increased scale formation.
This substance remained for one or two runs after a human urine run.
For example, one run with human urine reported the following kinetics:
G = .242 microns/min, B° = 24317 #/cc-min and My = 24.23 mg/L. The
kinetics of the next run without human urine were G = .245 microns/min,
B° = 24840 #/cc-min and My = 24.23 mg/L. If the human urine run did not
precede this last run the values would have been approximately G = .310
microns/min, B° = 16000 #/cc-min and My = 34.0 mg/L. Often the
substance in human urine did not completely wash out of the system until
after 2 runs using synthetic urine.
The majority of human urine runs were done within a 3-week
period in July. They are not included in Figure 7. After that period
the crystallization kinetics of the synthetic urine runs were not equi
valent to previous averages. The crystallizer was soaked overnight
in various chemicals such as nitrilotris (methylene) triphosphoic acid
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(NMTP) and ethylenediamine tetracetic acid (EDTA) to remove any sub
stance adsorbed on the crystallizer glass. This did not change the
kinetics. The crystallizer surface seemed to be permanently altered.
The crystallizer was then fire polished in order to restore the
glass surface. This altered the crystallization kinetics which then
approached previous values, e.g., My = 43.9 mg/L. However, past experi
ence shows that this situation is only temporary. A new crystallizer
made out of higher purity glass might inhibit scale formation and thus
woundn't need glass beads to prevent scale build-up. Clearly, more work
needs to be done to develop a non-fouling system which exhibits a
consistent mass balance closure.
Agglomeration/Aggregation Study
The agglomeration/aggregation experiments were performed in the
following order: a) changing RPM, b) changing the level of supersaturation and c) addition of human urine. A few experiments did not follow
this chronological order. It is important to note the time span over
which the experiments in each group were performed in order to take into
account the change in slurry density over time. The time factors are
taken into consideration as the results of each section are discussed.
The CSD changes caused by the agglomerator are shown in Figure
8. This change was the first evidence that agglomeration occurred in
the Couette-flow agglomerator. Other evidence was shown by the crystal
agglomerates (aggregates, after filtration and drying) seen in the
SEM photomicrograph in Figure 22b. This figure shows many aggregates

formed by "stacked-plates" crystals. It is difficult to distinguish the
size of one aggregate in this figure. Single crystals are shown in Fig
ures 22a and 23. SEM photomicrographs did not always show such defined
difference between the crystallizer and agglomerator because it was
difficult to get a representative crystal sample in the SEM field.
The shift in the CSD distribution was due to agglomeration, not
growth. When the flow into and out of the agglomerator was shut off for
ten minutes particles continued to agglomerate. The total number of
particles decreased and the mass weighted average size increased. If
particles below the measured threshold had grown they would have been
counted after the ten-minute period. It is concluded that very little
particle growth occurs in the agglomerator because the population given
00
by 5- did not increase.
Particles below the 5-micron size range might have coagulated in
the flow field described as laminar vortex. Agglomeration of particles
below the one-micron size was likely because that particle size agglom
erate rapidly by Brownian motion (see BACKGROUND). Agglomeration of
particles between 1 and 5 microns would be controlled by the laminar
vortex field and would agglomerate in a manner similar to particles in
the counting range. Therefore, the predicted large number of particles
in the size range below 5 microns could have been reduced by agglomera
tion. However, even with a reduction of total number less than 5
<5
microns,
, if growth did occur it would still be observed by a conr

oo

stant or increased N^~ . Thus the occurrence of agglomeration in the
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Couette-flow stage appears to be the only reasonable way to interpret
these data.
Agglomeration could not be distinguished from aggregation in the
current study. All particles which were added above the 15 micron size
in the agglomerator could have been either agglomerates or aggregates.
These particles were referred to as agglomerates because there was no
proof that they were fully cemented units. Likewise, the Couette-flow
unit was called an agglomerator and not an aggregator.
RPM
The maximum extent of agglomeration as measured by five agglom
eration parameters occurred in the range from 120 to 175 RPM as shown in
Figures 9 to 13. The average RPM of these five maximum values was 153
RPM. This range of RPM in the agglomerator has a Taylor number close to
the Taylor number which marks the transition between doubly periodic
transition flow and turbulent vortex flow. There was a problem with the
system in that the inner cylinder had a slight wobble while rotating.
Consequently, the diameter of the annular region d was not uniform and
the calculated Taylor numbers were not exact. However, the transition to
turbulent vortex flow should be approximately at a calculated Ta = 2500.
The figures show the speeds at which the maximum extent of ag
glomeration occurred. The greatest decrease in the number of particles
due to agglomeration occurred at 120 RPM (Figure 9). The greatest in
crease in the mass weighted average size occurred at 150 RPM (Figure
10). The increase in the particle numbers greater than 15 microns in
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size had two maximas, one of which was at 175 RPM (Figure 11). Above
175 RPM

aN^

decreased at 200 RPM before increasing to a level above
>1 c
that of the previous maximum at 250 RPM. The same is found for ANA £
normalized by N^"°° (Figure 12). Even though the onset of turbulent
vortex flow caused a greater number of larger agglomerates to form, the
mass-weighted average size did not increase correspondingly (see Figure
10). That is, the AL^

^ not a^so ™se

a

second niaxinium at

250 RPM. Perhaps a large number of particles below the
kept the

aL^

^{PrC)

ticles below the

va^ue from

increasing as

size

increased. The par

size either did not agglomerate or are disasso

ciated because of the turbulent vortex field.
These parameters show different aspects of agglomeration be
havior. Agglomeration can best be described by using all these param
eters. The size to number ratio was used only to compare agglomeration
behavior at the various speeds (Figure 13). This ratio was at a maximum
at 150 RPM and reflected the largest mass-weighted-average size in the
agglomerator.
An important data point on these graphs (Figures 9-13) is at 0
RPM because it shows the extent of agglomeration without a shear field.
The total number of particles in the agglomerator decreased slightly
compared to the number in the crystallizer (Figure 9) but agglomeration
did not occur because the mass-weighted-average size in the agglomerator
decreased (Figure 10). SEM photomicrographs shown in Figure 26 further
support this statement as they show virtually no change in size or
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morphology between crystals from the crystallizer or the agglomerator. Also, more particles greater than 15 microns in size were in the
crystallizer than in the agglomerator (Figure 11). A shear field was
not only necessary to promote collisions between particles but the
rotational flow also kept the particles suspended and allowed outflow to
consist of representative CSDs. Particles from the agglomerator were
lost at 0 RPM due to settling as evidenced by the quantities AN^

and

ANC_A5"" which were less than zero (Figures 9, 11).
The general trend of the agglomeration parameters as a function
of RPM showed increasing particle agglomeration with increasing RPM up
to 120 RPM. The flow field up to this point was transition flow (doubly
periodic). The parameters show that in the range of 120 to 175 RPM the
flow field changes to become a turbulent vortex field. The extent of
agglomeration is greatest just before this more chaotic flow begins.
Collisions between particles before this change promote agglomeration,
whereas collisions in turbulent vortex flow occurred more rapidly but
fewer net agglomerates are formed. Thus the extent of agglomeration
decreases with increasing RPM in the turbulent vortex region. This is
probably due to the reversible nature of agglomeration before strong
aggregate-type bonding has occurred.
The % mass closure of these experiments decreased with time but
not with increasing RPM (Figures 7, 14). The RPM experiments were run
in the following order during March and April, 80, 150, 250, 120, 200,
175 and 0 RPM. The order of decreasing My was 0, 80, 250, 120, 150, 175
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and 200 RPM. The runs at zero RPM had a higher My because the
crystallizer surface had been renewed by fire polishing prior to the
zero RPM runs. The order of decreasing My did not exactly follow the
chronological order of the experiments because although the average My
decreased from March to April, it varied from run to run.
The total number of particles at each RPM decreased with RPM in
the same order as the decrease in My (except for 0 RPM because of a
n_oo
great fluctuation in Nc ). The variation in My (Figure 14) which was
c oo
proportional to the variation in N^,
could be corrected by normalizing
by N^"™. The agglomeration parameters AN^_^~C0,
have been compensated for the variation in
slurry density was also found proportional to
150 RPM).

and
My.

The variation in

(except at 120 and

Thus A N a_>15
also shows the extent of agglomeration regardless
c

of the altering

My.

The number of particles at each size in the distribution prob
ably decreased when the slurry density decreased. Providing that the
decrease in the number of particles did not affect the agglomeration
behavior, e.g., collision frequency, the AL^ ^ QJ (Figure 10) still
gives an accurate change in size to reflect the extent of agglomeration
at the particular conditions.
The variables measured only in the agglomerator do not complete
ly reflect agglomeration behavior because of the decreasing My. How
ever, when the agglomerator variables are considered together with total
number, or number greater than 15 microns in the crystallizer, the
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effect of changing

is corrected for. This allowed the parameters

measured at a specific RPM with a specific

to be compared to other

speeds with different slurry densities.
Supersaturation Level
The supersaturation ratio was not measured for the experiments
where excess oxalate solution was added to the agglomerator. However,
conclusions were still drawn from agglomeration as a function of in
creasing CU A (equivalent initial concentration of oxalate) without
knowledge of the actual supersaturation ratio existing in the agglomera
tor (Figures 15-19).
The slurry density varied at some oxalate concentrations as
00
shown in Figure 20 and was not proportional to N^,5- as in the RPM
experiments. Therefore, normalization of the data was attempted using two
ratios. One ratio was based on the high slurry density found during the
month of February (Figure 7) and the other based on the total number of
particles from the crystallizer when Cqx = 0.6 mM. Normalization with
either ratio did not change the general trend of agglomeration as shown
by the parameters. Therefore, the experimental data are shown "as is."
All supersaturation experiments were run at 150 RPM which gave
either transition flow (doubly periodic) or turbulent vortex flow. This
was an unfortunate choice of RPM as additional variation may have been
introduced as the flow was just in the transition region between these
two regimes.
Dark and light bands of scale on the agglomerator walls after
the run indicated the existence of vortices.

The amount of scale
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deposition visibly increased as Cox increased above 1.2 mM. The
agglomerator scale, the unknown flow field, the changing crystallizer M-j.
and unknown supersaturation ratios makes these data hard to analyze.
The increase in the size of agglomerates with increasing
supersaturation is shown in Figure 16. The maximum AL^^^ occurred
at CUA = 1.4 mM although the maximum size of agglomerated particles may
have continued to increase with increasing concentration. Three compet
ing factors determined the maximum in AL^ ^^. These were a) the
number of smaller crystals increased because of increased nucleation and
growth, b) the number of larger crystals increased due to more agglomer
ation, and c) many of the larger particles stuck to the wall. Figures
17 and 18 show that the number of particles larger than 15 microns de
creases with increasing Cqx giving evidence to the fact that increased
scaling kept larger particles from being counted. Thus particle size may
have continued to increase upr to C = 1.8 mM.
ox
Figure 25 shows a photomicrograph of an aggregate at C =
0X
2.6 mM (a concentration where data were not reported) to show the large
increase in size even at that concentration (C
x ox = 2.6 mM)
' due to increased supersaturation. This aggregate is three times the size of a
single crystal in Figure 23.
Another reason the mass-weighted average size was observed to stop
increasing after an Ox concentration of 1.8 mM (Figure 16) was because a
burst of nucleation probably occurred at Cqx = 2.0 mM. The burst was
t: co
not seen optically until COX = 2.4 mM. Note that ANw"n
decreased after
r z
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a maximum at CQX = 1.8 (Figure 15). The number of crystals in the
00
agglomerator increased at C UA = 2.0 mM causing a decrease in NU-H
r J" .
Figure 19 plots
3(A )^^C5~°° versus equivalent Cqx and indi

cates the average size of an agglomerate. There is no well-defined
relationship of this parameter with C U A except possibly a generally
increasing trend. Perhaps additional nucleation and growth of the
smaller crystals just kept pace with the amount of increasing agglomer
ation.
Although problems existed with the concentration experiments the
following results were still found. A burst of nucleation occurred at
CU a = 2.0 mM (equivalent feed concentration) with these synthetic urine
solutions. Agglomerates increased in size with increased concentration
(for CQx less than 2.0 mM) due to the increased level of supersaturation.
The ionic strength of the solution in the agglomerator increased
as greater concentrations of excess oxalate solution was introduced.
Therefore, the increasing supersaturation level might also have caused
compression of the repulsive ionic double layer surrounding particles
and thus promoted agglomeration.
Human Urine Addition
The purpose of adding human urine to the system was to determine
the effect it had on the crystallization and agglomeration behavior as
well as to distinguish between the effects of normal (NL) and stone
former (SF) urines. Any effects of ions or small organic molecules in
urine were overridden by the ionic composition of synthetic urine as
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only a 5% aliquot of human urine was added. Alteration of crystal
lization kinetics was primarily due to inhibitors in urine not pre
sent in synthetic urine. Since Kraljevich (1981) showed that addi
tion of high molecular weight macromolecules (HMWMM) recreated the
conditions observed with the addition of 5% human urine, it is con
cluded that urinary macromolecules produced the observed changes in
crystallization. The difference between NL and SF urine was defined by
the effect of NL-HMWMM and SF-HMWMM on the inhibition of agglomeration.
The change in particle morphology by the addition of urine is
shown in Figure 26. Some CaOx crystals have grown by a different mech
anism and are rosette-like. Kraljevich (1981) showed this same result
at CQx . = 0.6 mM. These

rosettes did not grow at other concentra

tions which she used. Rosette-like crystals and agglomerates are found
along with the stacked-plates particles in both Figures 26a and b.
When small amounts of human urine were added to synthetic urine
the total mass of crystals as calculated by the PDI/PDP8 system in
creased. The MT increased because the amount of visible scale greatly
decreased. The HMWMM present in both NL and SF urines enhanced the
nucleation rate and inhibited the growth rate. Kraljevich (1981) and
Drach et al. (1981) reported the same phenomena. Kraljevich measured
supersaturations to ascertain that the nucleation was truely enhanced.
It was not just a reaction of the system to growth inhibition, i.e.,
higher residual supersaturation. There was no significant difference
between normal and stone former urine in terms of the average G, B° and
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My (Table 2). Comparison of NL to SF results within a given category
showed enhanced B° and reduced G. There was a significant difference
between NL and SF urines in terms of the number of particles greater
than 15 microns found in the crystallizer. SF urine had a greater
number of larger-sized particles. This supported previous results of
Robertson and Peacock (1972).
Since HMWMM were present in the system, particles could poten
tially agglomerate by the mechanism of flocculation in the agglomerator.
What was observed however, was a significant inhibition of agglomeration
as evidenced by an aggregation inhibition index, 1^ of nearly 100%.
For the case of pure synthetic urine the number in the agglomerator
always decreased below the number in the crystallizer.
There was no significant difference between NL and SF urine
>15
5-°»
in terms of the agglomeration parameters AN^_£ , aNa_^ or AL^
(Table 3). The categories of males of age 30 to 40, M(30-40), and
females of age 50 to 60, F(50-60), reflected the expected differences
between NL and SF, i.e., the SF urine showed a greater extent of agglom
eration than the NL. However, the average values did not show this
expected trend. The inhibition index showed that NL urine inhibited
agglomeration more than SF urine but the index was slight and had too
much variation to be of statistical significance.
Three possible reasons can be suggested to explain why there was
so little difference observed between NL and SF urine. First, the stone
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formers participating in the study were on treatment to prevent a stone
recurrence and thus may not have been in the "active" stage. Second,
the type of stone already passed was not known. If their stones con
tained little or no CaOx, the inhibitors in their urine might prevent
CaOx stone formation but allow agglomeration of other mineral salts.
Finally, there was no significant statistical difference between NL and
SF urine because of the small number of patient's urine used in this
study. Suzuki (1981) tested CaOx aggregation of NL and SF urines but
used 144 patients as compared to ten in this study. He distinguished
between NL, SF and recurrent SF (RSF) in his study. If more patient's
urines were used in this system the SF's slight inhibition of agglomera
tion might have been more pronounced.
The results of the oxalate analyses also showed no significant
difference between NL and SF urine (Table 3). SF urine addition showed
higher average supersaturations in the agglomerator and the crystallizer, but again the deviation was not statistically significant.
Kraljevich (1981) reported that addition of SF-HMWMM caused the slurry
to have a higher supersaturation than the addition of NL-HMWMM. Oxalate
analyses from this study did show that for both NL and SF urine the
supersaturation was lower in the agglomerator than the crystallizer.
In all human urine addition experiments, the inner cylinder
of the agglomerated rotated at a speed of 150 RPM. The NL/SF results
would have been affected if the flow field changed between runs. Ag
glomeration behavior would have been better defined if the agglomerator
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had operated in the pure laminar flow regime. This is especially
true in detailing agglomeration behavior in the presence of HMWMM. The
effect of the greater number of collisions in the transition of turbu
lent vortex regimes might have overridden the mechanism of agglomera
tion due to SF-HMWMM and thus NL and SF agglomeration could not be dis
tinguished.

SUMMARY
1. Agglomeration/aggregation behavior was studied using a Couetteflow agglomerator in series with an MSMPR crystallizer. The extent of
agglomeration was altered by changing the RPM of the agglomerator, in
creasing the supersaturation level in the agglomerator and adding human
urine to the system. A mass balance of the crystallization system was
performed and showed satisfactory closure. CaOx analyses did not close
a material balance in previous studies.
2. The initial % mass closure of the crystallization system was in the
order of 90%. This was considered of sufficient accuracy for these
experiments. Scale deposition on vessel walls was identified and
quantified as the source of deviation in CaOx mass balances. Glass
beads were then used in the crystal!izer to keep scale from depositing
on the walls.
3. A decreasing % mass closure as evidenced by a decreasing My was
observed as the agglomeration study was completed. The change in My
was corrected for in the RPM experiments but not in the supersaturation
experiments. The addition of human urine decreased the amount of scale
and changed the crystallization kinetics.

Nucleation rate B° was

increased while growth rate, G was decreased.
4. Agglomeration indices showed that the Couette-flow agglomerator
caused particle agglomeration. The extent of agglomeration increased
with increasing RPM up to approximately 120 RPM. The flow field was
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predicted to change from transition doubly periodic to turbulent vortex
between 120 and 175 RPM. Agglomeration parameters show changes in
agglomeration at approximately the RPM of transition between different
types of flow fields. High RPMs giving turbulent vortex fields caused
the extent of agglomeration to decrease.
5. The supersaturation experiments showed that a burst of nucleation
occurred at C wA = 2.0 mM (expressed as equivalent agglomerator feed
concentration). As the level of supersaturation increased agglomeration
indices showed that agglomerate size increased.
6. The addition of human urine enhanced nucleation and suppressed
growth and agglomeration as compared to synthetic urine alone. The
number of particles greater than 15 microns found in the crystal!izer
with the addition of SF urine was greater than the number with the
addition of NL urine. No other statistical difference between NL and SF
urine was found.
7. These results and conclusions show that kidney stone agglomeration
behavior can be studied quantitatively in the continuous MSMPR crystallizer/agglomerator system. Some of the problems with this system lead
to recommendations for future researchs e.g., allowing agglomeration of
CaOx to occur in a manner closer resembling agglomeration in the urinary
tract.
Recommendations
1. Top priority should be given to obtaining an accurate,
reproducible, and easy oxalate analysis.

'
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2. Supersaturation level experiments should be repeated at a
speed of 80 RPM.
3. A human urine addition study should be performed at 80 RPM
with at least 30 patients who have formed CaOx kidney
stones. Those patients whose treatment will not hinder
the results (if known) should be chosen.
4. A new crystallizer should be made from higher purity
glass or pure quartz.
5. A new agglomerator should be designed (using the higher
purity glass) with the following characteristics.
a) An inner cylinder which would be directly connected to
a motor and to the bottom of the outer vessel (this would
ensure even rotation of the inner cylinder) and b) a motor
should be used capable of operating at low RPMs (0-500 RPM).
6. RPM, supersaturation level and human urine addition experi
ments should be repeated in laminar and laminar vortex flow
regimes with the new crystal!izer and agglomerator.

APPENDIX A

EQUATIONS FROM
CLASSICAL COAGULATION THEORY
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STERN POTENTIAL
Nernst Eqn:
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THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS
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APPENDIX B
SYNTHETIC URINE RECIPE
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Standard Solutions for CaOx
[Note: Make up with AR grade chemicals]
I. Standard Solutions
Concentrated A Solution
Salt
Grams in 2 liters

Concentrated B Solution
Salt
Grams in 2 liters

Na SO

97.21

NaH P0 *2H 0

MgS0if-7H20

29.2

Na2HP0

NH 4 CI

92.9

Na Citrate;2H 0

2

b

Na Oxalate
2

136.0

1

3

242.7

KCl

1

17.4
2

23.4
3.21

Solution C
176.5 g/1
as CaCl >2H 0
II. Procedure for Mixing Solutions
A-Feed
Fill 2 l volumetric flask ca. half full with distilled water.
Add 200 ml of concentrated A, then 20 ml of C. Fill to 2 £ mark, shake
well, and filter through _< 0.8pm filter.
B-Feed
Add 200 ml of concentrated B solution to a 2 A flask. Fill with
distilled water and filter. The two feed solutions, A and B, should be
added to the crystallizer in equal volumetric ratio to give a nominal
residence time [T = V/(Q + Q )] of ten minutes. The final concentra
tion in the mixed (equal volumes of A and B) feed liquor is as follows:
Ca = mM
Ox = 0.6 mM

APPENDIX C

CYRSTALLIZATION KINETICS
OF AGGLOMERATION STUDY
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Table C-l. Crystallization Kinetics During RPM Runs
RPM

80

RUN #'s

G (pm/min)

B°(#/cc min)

My (mg/L)

39.78 ± 3.93

3-14A, 3-14B,
3-17, 3-21.

0.32800 ± 0.01331

16,000 ± 724

120

4-1 , 4-2A,
4-2B.

0.30699 ± 0.01772

16,425 ± 2,395 32.94 ± 0.70

150

3-22 , 3-23A,
3-23B, 3-28

0.31743 ± 0.02184

14,531 ± 320

32.26 ± 5.32

175

4-14A, 4-14B,
4-15 .

0.32049 ± 0.01249

13,366 ± 1153

30.42 ± 1.72

200

4-12 , 4-13A
4-13B.

0.30497 ± 0.01965

14,917 ± 3,467 28.88 ± 1.26

250

3-24 , 3-25B,
3-26A, 3-26B.

0.32150 ± 0.01588

15,649 ± 2,583 36.17 ± 4.46
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Table C-2. Crystallization Kinetics During
Supersaturation Level Experiments
Equivalent
Initial Concen
tration of
Oxalate (mM)
Run #'s

G (ym/min)

B°(#£c niin)

Mj(mg/L>

0.6

3-22, 3-23A,
3-23B, 3-28

0.31743 ± 0.12184

14,531 ± 320

32.26
± 5.32

0.7

4-25, 4-27A,
4-27B, 4-28

0,32977 ± 0.01643

11,873 ± 956

30.04
± 6.13

0.8

5-3, 5-8

0.29932 ± 0.00562

15,397 ± 1,117 28.79
± 1.03

1.0

5-9B

0.29466

17,477

1.2

5-10, 5-11A

0.28808 ± 0.02771

17,908 ± 6,328 28.97

31.16
± 2.16

1.4

5-12A, 5-12B

0.30204 ± 0.01698

14,870 ± 1,036 29.14
± 6.88

1.6

5-16A, 5-16B

0.37206 ± 0.05749

10,258 ± 2,893 35.86
± 6.22

1.8

5-17A, 5-17B
5-25

0.31431 ± 0.01284

14,826 ± 1,794 32.14
± 1.28

2.0

5-31A

0.29984

13,540

2.2

5-31A, 6-1A

0.26362 ± 0.02552

19,442 ± 1,154 25.28
± 5.29

25.66

APPENDIX D

SAMPLES SAVED
FOR OXALATE ANALYSES
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Table D.l
Sample
Number
CI
C2
C4
C6
C7
C8
C9
CIO
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DIO
El
E2
E3
E4
E5

Run #
6-6A
6-6A
6-7B
6-9
6-9B
6-9B
6-13B
6-13B
6-14B
6-15A
6-16A
6-17A
6-17A
6-17B
6-17B
6-20A
6-20B
6-21A
6-21A
6-23A
6-23A
6-23B
6-23B

Samples Frozen for Oxalate Analyses

Run Type

Time
(min)

150 RPM
150 RPM
SF-M(30-40)
SF-M(30-40)
SF-M(40-50)
SF-M(40-50)
SF-M(50-60)
SF-M(50-60)
NL-F(50-60)
. NL-F(50-60)
NL-F(30-40)
NL-M(30-40)
NL-M(30-40)
NL-F(30-40)
NL-F(30-40)
SF-F(30-40)
SF-F(30-40)
NL-M(30-40)
NL-M(30-40)
NL-M(40-50)
NL-M(40-50)
NL-M (40-50)
NL-M(40-50)

111
132
140
130
112
135
110
138
133
117
112
116
135
111
129
113
130
116
130
118
132
116
132

Crystal Iizer or
Aggloi
Sampli
C
A
A
A
C
A
C
A
A
C
A
C
A
C
A
C
A
C
A
C
A
C
A
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Table D.l—Continued

X6

6-3A

NL-M(.50-60)
NL-M(50-60)
150 RPM
150 RPM
150 RPM
150 RPM
150 RPM
150 RPM
150 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
0 RPM
150 RPM
150 RPM
250 RPM
250 RPM

116
133
114
130
114
132
116
116
140
112
130
109
134
110
130
111
134
111
130

II

6-24B
6-24B
6-27
6-27
6-28
6-28
6-29
7-1
7-1
8-23
8-23
9-13
9-13
9-15
9-15
9-20
9-20
10-4
10-4
3-23B
3-23B
3-24B
3-24B
6-3A

•ro
CTi

E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
F1
F2
F3
F4
F6
F7
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
XI
X2
X3
X4
X5

Run Type

Time
(min)

o
o

Run #

X

Sample
Number

Cox • 2'6

Crystallizer or
Aggloi
Sampl
C

A
C

A
C

A
C
C

A
C

A
C

A
C

A
C

A
C

A

—

C

—

A

—

C

—

A
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A

NOMENCLATURE
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B°

Nucleation rate, #/cc min

C

Solute concentration, mM

C
ex

Concentration of oxalate solution dripped into
agglomerator, mM

C,.

Concentration of feed solution, mM

CQ

Equilibrium concentration, mM

Cox

Equivalent
initial oxalate concentration, mM
n

G

Linear crystal growth rate, microns/min

I.

Aggregation inhibition index based on percent increase in
total number of particles, dimensionless

I

Agglomeration inhibition index based on percent increase in
fraction of particles greater than 20 microns, dimensionless

L

Particle size, microns

LI *'3(/\)

Mass-weighted average particle size in agglomerator, microns

^'2>(C)

Mass-weighted average particle size in crystal!izer, microns

M^

Slurry density, mg/L

Mt

Total crystal mass precipitated, calculated from chemical
analysis, mM

'
n(L)
5«oo

Population density distribution function, #/micron-ml

N»

Total number of particles counted per unit volume in
agglomerator, #/ml

Np"°°

Total number of particles counted per unit volume in
crystallizer, #/ml

L

>15

Total number of particles larger than 15 microns in
agglomerator per unit volume, #/ml

Nc

>15

Total number of particles larger than 15 microns in
crystallizer per unit volume, #/ml

Q"A

Rate which excess oxalate enters agglomerator, ml/min

N.

125

Qi

Volumetric flow rate; mlmin

S

Supersaturation ratio, dimensionless

Sh

Shear rate, sec

t

Time, min

Ta

Taylor number, dimensionless
Greek Symbols

AL .

3(A C} Difference in the mass-weighted average size between
' * " ' crystallizer and agglomerator, microns
Difference in number of particles larger than 15 microns
between agglomerator and crystal!izer, #/ml

^C-A

Difference in total number of particles between
crystal!izer and agglomerator, #/ml

x

Retention time, min

a

Rotation speed of inner cylinder, RPM
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